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theMurray Ledger St Times
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, February 12, 1988 In Our 100th Year 2W Per Cops Volume 101 No. 36
Unleaded Gasoline, Alcohol Mixture
'Fuel Of Future' On Sale
At Murray Amoco Today
The "fuel of the future" came to Mur-
ray today.
Gasohol, a mixture of 90 percent
unleaded gasoline and 10 percent 200
proof denatured alcohcl, went on sale
this morning at the Murray Amoco Sta-
tion on S. 12th Street.
According to local Amoco distributor
Joe Belcher, the Amoco station is the
first major brand station in west Ken-
tucky to carry gasohol.
Mixing the 200 proof alcohol to the
gasoline raises the octane level of the
fuel from 87 to around 91, Belcher said.
He added- that vehicles can operate
more efficiently with a higher level oc-
tane rating.
Amoco also sells regular, unleaded
and premium unleaded gasoline. The
octane levels were listed as regular, 89;
unleaded, 91; an premium unleaded, 93..
An official octane rating has not been
determined for the gasohol at the
Amoco station, according to Robert
Etherton, Murray Amoco Station
operator.
Belcher sited that gasohol can pro-
vide more miles per gallon, improve
engine performance, reduce engine
deposits, lessen gas-line freeze-ups and
emit cleaner exhaust fumes.
No adjustments have to be made to
vehicles to accommodate the new fuel.
The alcohol for the gasoline has been
purchased from Archer, Daniels and
Midland Alcohol of Decatur, Ill.,
Belcher said.
Breaking away from OPEC countries
and aiding area corn producers, accor-
ding to Belcher, were big reasons for
bringing the product to Murray.
According to statistics, one bushel of
corn can produce 21/2 gallons of alcohol.
Belcher said he felt gasohol production
could aid the problem of excess grain






FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) - Some of
Kentucky's school teachers will be able to
administer firs1 aid on the school ground
without fear of a law suit under a bill that
has made it through *he* General
Assem biy
The House Monday approved a Senate-
passed bill that would extend the state's
Good *aritan Law to school personnel
who are trained in first aid.
The measure. the first Senate bill passed
by the House this session, would exernpt
person 4 such as teachers and school bus
drivers from civil liability if they render
emergency medical aid.
The inununity would apply only if the
person had an up-todate certificate in Red
Cross first aid or cardiopulmonary
resuscitation.
The House defeated a motion by Rep.
Aubrey Williams, 1)-Louisville, to delay
action on the measure until it could be
amended to remove the immunity in the
event of negligent aid.
The bill, passed by the Senate 32-0 on
Jan. 18, was approved 794 and now goes to
the governor.
The Senate met Only briefly Monday and
took no accbon. Both houses are off today
for a legislative holiday in honor of
Abraham Lincoln's birthday.
The House Monday also passed a
measure to allow suits involving the slate
to be filed in the home county of the plain-
tiff. State law currently requires all legal
cases involving the state to be tried in
Franklin Circuit Court.
The bill, which was passed 75-6 and sent
to the Senate, was amended to allow tax
sollection measures to be filed in Franklin
The House also passed and sent to the
Senate Monday a bill to allow local govern-
ments to consolidate their pension funds
for investment purposes and a bill reduc-
ing the penalty for kidnapping if the victim
_ •
• part of the current rising inflation.
Kahn pointed to Kentucky's so-called
fair trade laws which set minimum prices
on liquor and milk.
"It's a perfect example of goyernment's
benevolent depotism," Kahn said ol the
laws.
The House adjourned Monday in the
memory of the late Rep. Russell Reynolds,
1)-Jackson after a colleague eulogized tam
as a "quiet and unassumming man."
Reynolds, 58, who represented
Breathitt, Wolfe, Lee and Perry counties,
died Saturday of an apparent heart attack.
Rep. Harold DeMarcus, R-Stanford,
said that Reynolds was "a man I learned
to believe in. Whatever he would tell me,!
would put in the bank. I knew he would
keep his promise."
Reynolds, an oil distributor in Jackson
and a former school teacher, was serving
his ninth term in the House of Represen-
tatives, but his first since 1970.
Before opening the gasohol pump.
Belcher; Etherton; and Brent Morris
Jr., station manager; investigated ths
product.
Belcher had opened a gasohol pump
at a convenience food store in Mayfiel I
around the end of January.
Etberton said the station receivs
over 50 calls Monday concerning
opening of the gasohol pumps. He ad.
ed he feels the product will go over bi ,
in the area.
Several of the motorists who purcha: -
ed gasohol this morning said they wer -
doing so for the first time.
A few drivers said they were buyin
the product hoping that it would aid th
corn market and its producers.
Many commented that they wer-
buying gasohol because they had hear..
it provides better gas mileage and im
proves a vehicle's performance.
Several- stated they had "friends"
who had used and were pleased with
gasohol.
One man commented he had used the
product in the past and was satisified
with the extra kick" the product sup-
plied his V-6 engine.














GASOHOL - Gasohol, a mixture of 90 percent unleaded gasoline and 10 percent 200 proof denatured alcohol, went on
sale this morning at the Murray Amoco Station on S. 12th Street. Most people at the station said they were buying the pro-
duct for the first time. Several stated they hoped gasohol would help increase their cars' performance and gas mileage.
Others mentioned they hoped it would aid the corn market.
FBI Has Evidence Crime Syndicate Bosses
Planned Conference To Recarve Boundaries-
By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON API - The FBI has
evidence crime syndicate bosses were
planning as recently as last week to call a
summit conference and carve new boun-
daries in underworld kingdoms spanning
the nation, knowledgeable sources say.
But FBI officials now believe the sassier
was canceled after public disclosure of
bureau investigations, including Brilab.
the sources said.
The secret summit, involving crime
bosses from an undetermined number of
cities, was said to equal in scope the
notorious 1957 'conclave of more than 60
mob leaders in Apalachin, N.Y.
The FBI learned of the planned session
throu,gh several major investigations of
organized crime, including Brilab, the
•undercover probe of mob involvement in
insurance bribery and kickbacks in the
Southwest. said sources familiar with the
investigations.
The sources, whir requested anonymity,
said mob leaders were drafting plans to
alter the boundaries and terms of
agreements giving each of them exclusive
rights to a certain geographic region. The
monsters involved are the bows of the
syndicate the FBI calls La Cosa Nostra.
"This included narcotics traffic and
everything else organized crime is involv-
ed in,'' one source said. "There were a
variety of modifications in the works."
The sOurces declined to say where the
Soviet Occupation Of Afghanistan
Produces Atlantic Alliance Strains
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
WA&ILNGTON API - The Soviet oc-
cupation of Afghanistan is producing fresh
strains in the Atlantic alliance as some
Western European nations are showing a
reluctance to rally behind the Carter ad-
ministration's get-tough stance, toward the
Kremlin.
The United States aod France represent
perhaps the two most divergent views
within the alliance, although other Euro-
pean countries agree with France that the
Soviet action in Afghanistan, however
deplorable, need not lead to a resumption
of the Cold War.
is released aliee and in a Safe place prior French sensitivities became evident last
to trial, week when t serd leaked out that, several
Alfred Kahn, President Carter's chief in- Western allitif including France and the
nation fighter, addressed a joint session of United States, were planning a high-level
the House and Senate Monday and urged meeting in West Germany on Feb. 21 to try
the lawmakers to fight inflation by to coordinate -a response to the Soviet ac-
eliminating unnecessary regulations. bon.
Kahn charged that state and local French sources said Monday they were
regulations are responsible for a large worried that the premature disclosure
might induce the Soviets to view the pro-
posed meeting as "provocative."
They said France would have been wili-
ing to take part in an "informal consulta-
tion" of Western countries, but backed out
altogether when press leaks suggested the
meeting had a more serious pw-pose.
Plans for an allied meeting
subsequently were • scrapped although
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance still in-
tends to travel to Bonn next week for
bilateral consultations.
Over the weekend, Carter administra-
tion officials expressed anger at the
French action but both countries sought On
Monday to minimize their disagreements.
State Department spokesman Hodding
Carter said French-American differences
"should not be exaggerated." A French
diplomatic source, who asked not ti be
quoted by name, said the two countries sfs
tually are "very close" in their perceptiiri
of the "dangers" implicit in the Soviet in-
tervention in Afghanistan.
The source clearly indicated, however,
that the United States and France are far
By Cutting Out Unnecessary Regulation — Kahn
apart on diplomatic strategy for counter-
ing the Soviet action.
He suggested that the Soviets will not be
responsive to U.S. calls for a global
boycott of the Sunnier Olympic Games in
Moscow or for the immediate withdrawal
of Russian troops from Afghanistan.
Instead, he said, the West should quietly
undertake negotiations with the Soviets to
determine whether there would be a level
summit was to have taken place. techniques, often employinjs court-
The first hint of the underworld plan surs authorized wiretaps and agents wonting
faced when a letter from Assistant At- undercover for months at a stretch.
torney General Philip Heymann was Evidence of the new gangland swiunit
made public in federal court in Los was developed partly from the Southwest
Angeles on Friday. Heymann wrote that insurance tnvestig,ation, another long-
the FBI "is on the verge of developing running FBI probe of organized crime in
evidence regarding a massive, nationwide the Midwest, and at least one other
conspiracy relating to the allocation of ter- separate but interwoven investigation of,
ritories- in the United States for certain organized came.
types of illicit activities."
The planned conclave was reminiscent
of the Apalachin summit, which startled
the nation with the strongest evidence to
date that a national crime syndicate did,
indeed, exist.
Until then. J. Edgar Hoover, the FBI
director, had resisted urgings to in-
vestigate organized crime. After New
York state police disclosed the Ap-
palachian summit, Hoover was forced to
pay attention to crime syndicates.
But it was not until the 1970s that the
bureau focused on organized crime in a
major way.
When William H. Webster took over as
director two years ago, he accelerated the




A meeting on farm alcohol use and
production wilr be held at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 14, at the West Ken-
tucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
Martin Yopp of the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Agriculture will be on hand to
discuss aspects of the topic.
All those interested are asked to at-
tend the meeting. For inure informa-
tion, cOntact Johnnie Stockdale of the
Calloway County Adult Farmer Pro-
gram at the Murray Vocational Center:
Murray State Tells
Of Freeze On Hiring
of Soviet influence in Afghanistan that Murray State University anneunced a Curris noted that, while the nuinircr
"tn"eltecePtable-te the-West and 4o-the freeze on ha-mg Tuesdak tosrompty of PersuanSoi- ernpla.ees atSoviets as well. with Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s request State - unlike that of stale goverioneni •
If there is any' common ground, he said,
then a negotiated Soviet withdrawal from
Afghanistan may be possible.
"We inusa have a clear idea of an at-
tainable aim," the source said. sThe at-
tainable aim is a negotiated withdrawal.",
In contrast, the Carter administration
believes quiet diplomacy is not enough. It
has called for a lung-tc'rnm sustained action
by the Western allies to meet what it con-
siders a blatant example of Soviet aggres-
sion.
Legislators Can Combat Inflation
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API - President
Carter's chief adviser on inflation says
Kentucky legislators can csanbat inflation
• by cutting out unnecessary "regulation.
"It is one essential means of curbing the
demands that that we place on society's
scarce resources, and improving the effi-
ciency with which we use them," Alfred
Kahn told a joint session of the General
Assembly Monday.
He said state and local government
regulation is largely responsible for infla-
tion, citing such things as occupational
licensing, building codes and zoning or-
dinances.
A former chairman of the Civil
Aeronautics Board, Kahn said virtually all
CAB restrictions were imposed to protect
airlines from competition.
"E'Very one of them...artificially holds
up prices and insulates some business
from the healthy pressure to be efficient,
enterprising and aggressive in serving the
public," he said. ,
Kahn said advocates of such regulation
rarely emphasize their primary reason -
that it protects their profits from inroads
by competitors.
He attached so-called fair trade laws on
alcohol and milk, which set minimum
prices for those products.
A legislative hearing is scheduled
Wednesday on a Senate bill to repeal the
state's fair trade law on milk. Kahn said
• after his speech that he was not aware of
the proposed legislation but sensed that his
remarks struck a respensive chord among
lawmakers.
Kahn said that regulations whose pur-
pose is to prevent competition are
•. "discouragingly pervasive" because of the
many special interest groups that benefit.
Kahn advised legislators, "Wherever
competition is feasible, deregulate.
"Fair trade laws for...rnint offer us "Leave the, protection of the consumer
'Kahn said a distinction should be drawn something called 'market Stability," but to The stImpetitive market proms, to the
betvieen Tegulationg the Prlitectsgainial yiij damp-ening lines, totfrrect-safety regulations-
interests from competition and regulations having us pay artificially high prices," he where the market will not provide
that try to make competition work beer sloe tolerable margins for safety, and even to -
or do things that competition cannot do. "Who are they designed to protect" he, direst subsidies for certain kinds of. ser-
asked. "Those allergic to milk? It's a vice, if that is what society wants," he
perfect example of government's said.
benevolent despotism." He said reform of government regula-
tion is hard to achieve because of the
power of special interests.
Kahn praised Rep. Terry Mann, 1)-
Newport, for his work on the slate's oc-
cupational licensing laws, saying the
legislature must review such laws to deter-
mine whaer they serve the basic goal of
ensuring quality service to the consumer.
Mann, a former chairman of tlig,House
Business Organizations and professions
Committee, said afterward ghat if the
news media let the public know what bills
are really directed at, "it may give the
legislature. the ability to move e little fur-
ther away from specie!, interests.
Earlier, Kahn met with GOV. J . f.
Ifirtnens if: -and as group -Cif 1C y
businessmen at breakfast. He said he
discussed inflation and the energy proe
blem with the governor.
that higher education budgets, be
scrutinized to achieve savings
wherever possible.
President Constantine Curris said the
freeze is one of three steps that the
university is taking to save money.
He said a special budget review com-
mittee has been named to re-evaluate
today's index 
recommend changes that will enhance
all university expenditures and to
efficiency and effectiveness. One Section-I2 Pages.
Curris said he has asked the conunit-
tee to make preliminary recommenda-
tions for consideration in the prepara-
tion of the university's 1980-81 internal
budget.
He said Murray State also will study
ways and means to reduce paperwork
requirements and to eliminate red tape.
"Considerable time and money are •
being spent each year in fulfilling
federal, state and university paper re-
quirements," Curris said. "We are
especially sensitive to those re-
quirements that - lessen *our effec-
tiveness and duly raise our costs."
Curris said that no personnel vacan-
cies will be filled with the exception of
those jobs necessary to provide essen-
tial services at Murray State.
In taking these actions, Curris said,
the university is mindful of the gover-
nor's commitment that his "highest
education priority is to Increase the
salary levels of our most valuable
resource, our university faculty and
staff." 
t Las month, Brown directed all state
•
agencies to reduce Mate government
employment by five percent. He also
cited-data indicating that tle number of- • -
state employees had increased more
thansfive percent daring the previous 12
months.
- had not increased during the past
three years.
"The university in good faith will -
make every effort to comply with the
spirit of the review and fiscal respon-
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sunny but cool
Sunny but cool this afternoon
Highs in the mid 30s. Clear and
not as cold tonight. Lows in the
low" 20s. Sunne- and warmer
Wednesday. Highs in the low 40s
Winds, west to southwest around




A chance of snow in the east is ex-
pected. on Thwsday , partly 11,
uandtbaus on UW4_111111,4.04:1,
of rain or snow on Saluiriiiv.
a
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Happenings In Community
Tuesday, Feb. 12th
Calloway County YFA Ettes
Will meet at the Murray
Vocational School at 7 p.m.
Senior voice recital by
Kathleen Stoddart, Murray,
will be held at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Murray Lions. Club is
scheduled to meet tonight. 1
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall: — _
Tuesday, Feb. 12
Multi-media presentation of
"A journey from winter to
summer solstice" will be
presented in Room 423, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University, at 7 p.m. This is
free and open to the public.
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. in the Murray
High School band room.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7.p.m. at the church.
Singles Class will meet at 7
p.m. at the Seventh and
----F'oplar-Church of Christ  .
Murray TOPS stake off
pounds sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at the
HealthCenter at 7 p.m. -
Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
at 7:15 p.m. in the Community
Room. North Branch, Peoples
Bank, with Dave McMullian to
present program on TVA For
Consumers. This is open to all
women who are college
graduates.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinkftig Spring Baptist Church
- --Women- will meet at the home
of Carol Turner at 7 p.m.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. James
Hart at 10 a.m., and IV with
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Chestnut St • 753-3314
Jackson Purchase
Genealogy Society will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Fire Station




Free income tax prepara-
tion and assistance will be pro-
vided to the elderly, lower in-
come persons, and students of
the community each Wednes-
day afternoon from 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. in Rooms 205 and




meet as follows: New Con6ord
with Mrs. Ed Davis at 1 p.m.:
Harris Grove with Mrs. Her-
man Jones 'at 10 a.m. with
each to bring a sack lunch;
Pottertovm at Colonial House
Smorgasbard at 10 a.m.
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 2 p.m. at
tile church.
mailmatie Peayess,Groun-
will meet at 7 pail at Seten
Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Weekly luncheon' of the
United Campus Ministry will
be at Ordway Hall at 12:30
p.m.
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly will be. at 12 noon at
the Douglas Center.
Murray Sluuix Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall. Members are urg-
ed to attend.
Penny Loafers 4-H Club will
meet at 3 p.m. at North
Calloway Elementary School
with Irma La Follette, chair-
man of the Calloway County
Heart Fund Drive, as special
guest.
Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will include blood
pressure check, prograin by
Library girls, craft club meet
at 1 p.m., and lunch at 11:45
a.m.
Lesson on "Getting Your
Money's Worth" will be
presented by Dr. Joan L.
Maupin at the Douglas Com-
munity Center at 10 a.m.



































Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Ruth Wilson
with Mrs. C. W. Jones, note
change of place, and Wesleyan
with Mrs. Gene Cahoon, both
at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade. .
Thursday, Feb. 14
Altar Refresher Course for
interested persons will beheld




by Housing Programing Coun-
cil of Murray State Universi-
CY, will be held at the Jaycee
Civic Center with dears to
open at 8 p.m. and the band,
Strut, to start playing at 9 p.m.
Cost for the semi-formal ball
will be $5 couple and $3 stag.
'Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and Mur-
ray Council No. 50 Royal and
Select Masters will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Murray Lodge
Hall. This- is an important
Meeting and members are
urged to attend.
Grove-6126 of the Woodmen
of the World is scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Hannah Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will have a Valentine
progressive dinner starting at
7:30 p.m.
Homemakers Clubs





Church Women will meet at.
the home of Mrs. Jerry '
Speight at 7 p.m.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
musicale will be held at 8:15
p.m. at the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, Mur-
ray State University. This is
free and open to the public.
Murray State will be in Mur-
freesboro. Tenn., for basket-
ball games with the women to
play at 5:15 p.m. and the men
at 7:30p.m,
Today is the last day to
remove a grade of I or X
recorded during the previous
term at Murray State Univer-
sity.
Quad-State Senior Band
Festival will open to day at
Murray State University.
'Lunch for the Nutrition Pro-
gram for the Elderly will be




Lore Landolt was formally
initiated into membership of
the Delta Rho Chapter of Kap-
pa Kappa Gamma social
sorority- at the University of
Mississippi in Oxford, Miss,
recently.
While a pledge, Miss Lan-
dolt served as president of her
70 member pledge class, and
on the- Junior ,Panhellenic
Council.
She is a member of The
Committee of 100, an Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity little
sister, and is serving on the
Kappa Kappa Gamma
membership committee.
Miss Landolt, a business ad-
ministration major, is a 1979
graduate of Murray High
School. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Landolt,
1318 Wells Blvd.
NIX BOY
Mr. and Mrs. James Nix of
Sherwood Forrest,- Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Jeffrey Wells, weighing eight
pounds 3',1 ounces, measuring
21 inches, born on Friday,
• Feb. 8, at 5:43 p.m. at the•
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have two other sons,
Scott, 12, and Trent, 3. The
father is a teacher and coach
at Calloway County High
School, and the. mother is a
teacher at theilurray Voce-
AQII‘t.er. _
Grandpareds-are-Mr. and-
Mrs. Rupert Nix and Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Cunningham, all of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Roy Hart of Hazel and




GILBERT SEARS, left, rural development specialist with the University of Kentucky Extension
Service, spoke on "Tourism In Kentucky" at the Jan. 21st meeting of the Theta Deportment of
the Murray Woman's Club held at the club house. He discussed the many advantages as to finan-
cial and employment gains through the industry in this area. Sears praised the Kentucky Western
Waterland Association for its promotion of tourism. He was introduced by Martha mix, vice
chairman. Maxine Scott, chairman, presided. Hostesses for the social hour were Martha Guier,
Betty Beaman, and Helen Beal. Present were 19 members. Pictured, left to right, ore Sears,
Mrs. Ellis, Janet Denton, Thelma Warlord, Janet Hough and Bess Kerlick. The deportment will
meet Monday, Feb. 18, at 7.30 p.m. at Enix Interiors and go later to the club house for the
business and social hour.
THE ACES IRA G CORN ,JR
"Fortune is always on the
side of the largest
battalions. -- Marquise de
Seeigne_
In an interesting hand
played in the 1979 World
Championship qualification
rounds. Italy had larger bat-
talions than did Australia.
.However. Australia fired
the first shot with a plucky
double and an unorthodox
lead set the tone for the
entire match.
lorth's double was nega-
tive: promising moderate
values, but no convenient
bid (most players who'd
choose a heart raise). The
Italians .showed no extra
values in reaching the heart
game. so East risked a
double, hoping that a dia-
mond lead and his pesky
trump holding would prove
enough.
West obligingly led a
diamond, but for some rea-
son-he led the six instead of
the queen. Dummy's 10•won
the trick and, with no need .
to ruff a diamond in
dummy. declarer led the
heart 10. from dummy, 'los-
ing to West's lone jaok
i"What 'sort of double was
that?" thought South). West
now gave East a diamond
ruff ancL1he two major suit
aces equalled a one trick
set.
Had Tim Seres (West led
the diamond queen. declarer
would most likely have
made the game (both the
United States and China did
against the lead of a high
diamond) '• South holds 2-12-B
ktter winnmg. the high 
diamond with .his king.
declarer may well have led
a heart towards dummy.
This would have trapped
1.1.4,st's jack. but the defense south
ts. ,01ti have been held to one V
NORTH
• K 7 5 4 "
IP K 106
• 102




• Q 9 7 5 3
0 A K 7
• K Q 2
North
*
2-12-A ANSWER: One no trump A
solid hand for the minimum
rebid. but not strong enough
for more aggressive action
.y4EsT EAST
•Ai„).1 • 9 8 6 2
• 1 - • A 8 4 2
-19
• J . • 10 p 75
'SO( TH
• 10 3
V Q 9 7 5 3
0 A K
• K Q2
- ulnerable None Dealer'
uth The bidding
...oath West North East
• 2 • Dbl Pass
_ V Pas, 3 Pass
A ‘11, Pa.\ •, Pass Dbl
1 Pass'
41pening lead Diamond six
heart, one spade and a dia-
mond ruff and declarer
would have had his doubled
game
In Australia._ it is not haw
large one's battalions are.
but how large the enemy is






Tyson, Baby Boy (Nicola),
Rt. 1, --Mayfield, Brigham,
Baby Girl iBonnie, 1215
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray, .Lit-
tlemyer, Baby Girl Brenda 1,
Rt. 2 13x. 163A, Gilbertsville,
Sheiriid, Baby Boy -Kathy),
Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Donna K. Ellis and
Baby Girl, 601 Ellis, Murray.
Mrs. Teresa J. Duncan and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Alma, Lela Y.
Johnson, 414 Harrison Lane,
Paris, Tenn., Vickie L. Sewell;
Rt. 2 Bx. 157, Benton, Philip
Tibbs, 712 Olive, Murray. Mrs.
Evelyn A. Bequette, 514 Col-
lege Cts., Murray, Pamela J.
Anderson, 105S. 12th,-Murray •
Mrs. Brenda J. Bucy. Rt. 4 Bx.
518, Murray, Johnny D.
Cossey, Rt. 3, Murray, Scott T.
Paschall, Rt. 4, Murray. Mrs.
Manon Wilson, Rt. 1 Bx. 265,
Alma, Mrs. Alice F. Stevens,
Rt. 1 Bx. 31, Sedalia, Michael
A. Harris, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Margaret L. Reeder. Murray
Manor, Murray, Mrs. Teresa
G. Baker, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Ola M. Cathey, 1700' Ryan,
Murray, Mrs. Joanne P. Nif-
fenegger, 707 Elm, Murray,
Mrs. Belinda L. Weatherford,
Rt. 1, Murray, James L.
Kenley, 101 Pine, Murray,
Mrs. Brenda F. Miller, Rt. 2
Bx. 18, Murray, Phillip T.
O'Daniel, Rt. 2 Bx. 242, Paris,
Tenn., Alfred Burr Waldrop,
1700 .Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Mrs: Ivy M. McCuistoni• Rt.
Bx. 71,. Murray, David D.
Morgan,. B2 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Roy E. Balentine, Rt.
3 Bx. 280, Murray, Kennith E.
Broach, M8 Southside Manor,
Murray, Mrs. Marcile T.
Brandon, 311 Wilson, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Ruby E. Ahley,
Rt. 1 Bk. 153, Almo, William
E. Ahart, Rt. 6 Bx. 172, Cadiz.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Oscar Turner of Mur-
ray has teen dismissed from




the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, was Mrs. Milton
Freeman of Hardin.
We ore pleased to an-
nounce that Brenda and
Dennis Bulter (nee Bren-
da Turner) .who' were
married December 21,
'1979 have mode their
selestion from our com-




'send bridge questions te. The es
t' 1236i lianas Tex," 752:5
seif Addressed stamped envelope
ro.ro.
RUSSELL GULL
Nancy Cassandra is the
name chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Ronald Russell of
Russwood Shores, Springville,
Tenn., for their baby girl,
weighing eight pounds, born
on Wednesday, Feb. 6, at the
McKenzie Memorial Hospital,
McKenzie, Tenn.
The mother is the former
Nan Bowles. Grandparents
-are Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Bowles, Paris, Tenn., Charles
F. Russell of Russwood Shores





An art display featuring the
works uf Libby Hart, a Murrai
artist, is now being shown at the
Calloway County- Public
library. Her median is watei -
colors and her work includes
mostly florala and still lifes.
Mrs. Hart is a member of the
Murray Art Guild. Her work val
be shown through the month 01.
February. The public is invited
to stop by and see this exhibit




Thomas Jefferson suggested the invention of the
stop watch for making astronomical observations.
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Of Murray Couple Shown At Library
By Marjorie M. Major
Postcard albums filled by a
devoted mother for her young
son many years ago have led
to an interesting collection of
all-occasion postcards and
valentines. The young boy was
Bill Major and the collector is
his wife Marjorie. Presently
on display at the Calloway
County Public Library are
many Victorian Valentines
from the Major collection.
The sending of valentines is
an old custom dating back to
ttift...-third century while
Christmas cards have only
been exchanged since, the
mid-nineteenth century. The
true origin of the celebration
of St. Valentine's Day is
shrouded in unsubstantiated
stories.
For instance, •did. St.
Valentine, on the day set for
his execution as penalty for
performing marriages against
the decree of Emperor
Claudius, send to the jailer's
daughter a love note signed
Your Valentine?" Probably
not.
Or does the observance of
St. Valentine's Day derive
from the Roman Festival of
I.upercalia celebrated in
February? Probably not and.
yet maybe. By coincidence,
the Festival comes a day after
St. Valentine's martyrdom on
February 14 and was in honor
of Pan, the god in Roman
mythology who kept wolves
away from the flocks and
herds. After Christianity
became the religion of the
Roman Empire, the
Christians used Saints' days to
obliterate the pagan festivals.
Another version of the
valentine custom relates to
the Festival honoring the
goddess. Juno Regina, who
was regarded as protectress
of all that concerned marriage
and the birth of chlldreh. On
this occasion each boy drew




These and other long-
forgotten events make up the
traditions of St. Valentine's
Day.
The earliest written
references to St.' Valentine's
Day in English are concerned
with the mating of the birds
which were thought to mate in
February. In the 14th century
Chaucer wrote his Parliament
of Birds, followed by works by
John Lydgate, Michael
Drayton, John Gay, and
Samuel Pepys never failed to
write up Valentine's Day each
year. Shakespeare referred to
the I.upercalia in Julius
Caesar and in Hamlet Ophelia
sings: "Good morrow! 'tis St.
Valentine's Day..."
In this day of per-
missiveness, it is good to
review some of the valentine
customs which have came
down to us from a hazy past.
Centuries ago young men
courted slyly by leaving
unidentified gift packages on
their loved ones' doorstep. Shy
young men were helPed by a
game the girls played in
Derbyshire, England. At
midnight twelve times they
circled the church singing this
ditty:
"I sow hempseed, hempseeci
I sow,
He that loves me best. come
and I'll not say 'no'."
Names randomly chosen for
valentines was a popular
custom in England, even in
high society, and it was bad
taste to spurn a valentine so
chosen. Stockings, ribbons
and gloves were favorite gifts.
In America, the custom of
sending valentines began
about 1740 but all were
homemade for the next
hundred years. The first
kinted valentines appeared in
1797. They were not folded
cards but notepaper with
appropriate design.
Homemade valentines con-
tinued to be popular and the
designs included hearts, pin
pricks, puzzles and Fraktur




came into vogue about 1840
and Ruth Webb Lee's book A
History of Valentines shows a
picture of a couple strolling
before a church and when the
door is opened, a wedding
scene is revealed.
There are valentines on
many themes such as the
"unrequited love series,"
Halley's comet, sentimental
"lace paper conceits," and
comic ideas. Esther Howland
was one of America's first
"career women." She
graduated from Mt. Holyoke
College in 1847 and soon after
.persuaded her father wbo had
a stationery store in Wor-
cester, Mass. to import
valentines from England.
Thereafter she imported the
materials - lace paper, paper
flowers and colored paper -
and employed local women to
work in the attic work shop of
her home.
Not all valentines were
complimentary. Perhaps
older readers will remember
the "penny dreadfuls" or
"vinegar valentines" which
were, of course, sent un-
signed. Here is an admonition
to an ill-tempered wife:
"A woman of ill temper
Fades quickly away,
Let her always remember
A second wife is gay."
Drunkards were popular




Receptacle of gin and beer
If e'er you pester me With
nonsense
My answer will simply be
'clear'."
A valentine of the 1850's
portrays a gentleman gazing
at a sign in a jewelry store
which reads "wedding rings."




A present you would-bring;
Or fake me out for a
pleasant walk,
To buy some pretty thing.
Tomorrow I shall be at
home,
Of love, a token bring;
And when you come with
rat-tat-tat,
Pray don't forget the ring."
Maybe he made this
response:
"It is the summer of my life,
Yet I grow older every year
It's time, I think, to take a
wife
Without delay. What think
you, Dear?"
Hour s Detention Taken
By Police O(iicers At School
t'AMPA, Texas 1AP) — At
Pampa High School, even
police officers who break the
rules have a choice: - the...
paddle or dentention hall.
Charles Morris and
detective R.J. Howell went to
the school' and set up a
prujector for a film to be
shown to the government
classes. A short while later,
Joni Covalt ran up to the
school principal.
"Can you believe it? A cop is
in my parking place. If I did
that, I'd be sent to detention
hall," she told Principal Paul
Payne.
That's the school rule. Park
.in a student's reserved space
r. ..'.0 get your bacgide
'armed or a stint in detention
hall.
When the officers returned
to headquarters, they found a
note from Police Chief J.J.
Ryzman directing them to be
at the school, in uniform, at 7
a.m. Wednesday to take their
punishment.
Not altogether happily, the
officers were at the school at 7




Lawrence E. Lamo, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Since
soldiers or hikers take salt
tablets to retain water, there-
fore permitting them to go for
.1 longer period of time with-
out water, why can't they just
drink salt water'
DEAR READER — You've
made a couple of presump-
tions that are not correct. In
the first place, not all soldiers
or hikers take set tablets and
they shouldn't. The only peo-
ple who should ever take salt
tablets are those who really
lose a lot of salt and that's
through copious sweating.
That's why salt loss usually
occurs- only in vigorous ath-
letes or heavy laborers. They
can get additional salt
through food and liquids that
contain salt.
Thus, salt tablets are not to
keep a person from having to
drink water. The salt is mere-
ly to replace the salt lost in
sweat In fact, if a person
takes salt tablets and fails to
drink adequate amounts of
water at the same time, he
may increase his chances of
having a heat stroke.
To give you more informa-
tion on salt I am sending you
The Health Letter number 10-
12. Salt: Your Vital Sodium
and Potassium Balance. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope for it. Send your request
to me. in care of this newspa-
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Recently my grandfather had
some kind of a respiratory
attack. He had been outside in
the evening air when it first
started. He said he couldn't
catch his breath. He asked for
a glass of hot water because
he said afterward that it
opened his chest up so he
could breathe.
At the moment he was hav-
ing the attack, his lace turned
purple, his eyes watered and
he was unable .to exhale. He
could breathe In but he
couldn't breathe it back out.
Sometimes he looked swollen
around the chest. Could it be
his heart? The doctor said he
had a slight heart attack a
year ago but he hasn't been
back to any doctors for any
check ups since then.
DEAR READER — You're
a very good observer. Your
grandfather apparently had
some form of asthmatic
attack. Characteristically,
these individuals can inhale
but they have trouble exhal-
ing. It's the effort they have to
make to force the air out of
the lungs that causes the
wheezing one hears during an
acute asthmatic attack.
The blueness of the face
was because the lungs were
not able to provide enough
fresh oxygen to the circula-
tion. We call this cyanosis.
Its possible that your
grandfather had the typical
allergic attack. But the rest of
your story of his previous
heart attack raises the possi-
bility of cardiac asthma This
is a term we use for people
who suddenly develop fluid I.
the lungs because of heart
disease.
The fluid causes swelling
around the air sacs and
triggers the asthmatic-like
response. 'The attack goes
away once the fluid is cleared
from the lungs
In any case, your grandfa-
ther should see his doctor
right away If he's having flo
id in the lungs because of
heart. the doctor will want t“
give him some meth( me
which will help to relieve.th•
condition and should impro%e
his breathing. If he has the
ordinary form of asthma
there are numerous medicines
that can be used to help, too
Valentine's Day.
The perfect time
to take your kids'
feet to heart.
And the perfect time to
take your kids to our Stride
Rite® specialists. Stride Rite
shoes are available in a wide
variety of widths and sizes,
to fit better. And our
trained shoe specialists
will take all the time
they need to ensure a
healthy fit. So you can be sure your kids' feet
will love Stride Rite.
pr
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What was it about Abraham
Lincoln that, he should be
remembered and revered so long
after his time?
He was our 16th president. But
not all presidents are particularly
well-remembered, let alone
revered.
He was a wartime president.
But there have been others, and
few indeed stand forth so boldly
three-dimensional from the
pages of history.
True, he presided over the
greatest war the nation had wag-
ed to that time, a conflict of
tragically epic proportions that
set brother against brother. But it
Was precipitated in part by his
own election and left wounds not
completely healed to this day.
Another such situation might
as easily have gone down in
history not as the preserver but
as the divider of the union. •
No, it is something more —
something about the man himself
that the dramatic circumstances
of his presidency only serve to br-
ing into sharper relief.
A journalist of his time wrote:
Bible Thought
Hear, 0 Lord, and have mercy upon
me: Lord, be thou my helper. - Psalm
30:10.
The Lord is ever present to hear us
and to lift us out of our troubles. Trust
in the Lord and He will become your
strength.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welchined
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number Must be\
included for verification.- The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence- to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger Si
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
"A stranger meeting him on a
country road, ignorant of his
history, would have said, :He is
no ordinary man'."
He was indeed no ordinary
man. And it is the complex of ex-
traordinary characteristics — the
iron purpose tempered by com-
passion, the dedication to justice
and duty, the ability and will-
ingness to take upon himself and
bear up under a nation's tragedy,
the indomitable spirit that car-
ried man and country through its
trial by fire, and, above all, the
humanity — that have made Lin-
coln one of history's toweling
figures.
It is underlining the obvious to
say that the memory and mean-
ing of Lincoln have a particular
relevance for our time.
While the challenge may be
before us in a new form, the task
remains ever the same — to en-
sure that we do not lose by default
what the blood and sacrifice of
previous generations have gain-
ed.
To borrow from the quotable
Lincoln: "If destruction be our
lot, we must ourselves be its
author and finisher. As a nation
of free men, we must live through
all time, or die by suicide."
Today, the anniversary c Lin-
coln's birth, is a good time to
reflect on these and other words





Excessive human pride, the kind
which "cometh before the Fall," has
been criticized by many people in many
times and places.
Here is Andre Malraux's statement
on the subject, taken from his famous
novel set in China in the 1920's, Man's
Fate (1934):
The visionary disease, of which the
will to power Is only the intellectual
justification, is the will to god-
head: every man dreams of being
a god.
Most don't nUkke it.
The Story Of
•••-•-++ • •-•• ••-•-•-•
Calloway County




On May 19, 1946, Hiram Tucker, prominent realtor, political
and civic leader, was named director of personnel for the Murray
stove plat*. Mr:-Ttielter---had--devoted-mosp-of,hi&-:spare- --hoursITin_
the war years to non-compensating endeavors in addition to the
permanent establishment of his insurance and real estate agency.
Hiram reluctantly accepted, he often related to this post, however
was of the opinion the potential possibilities of the new organization
in the county should take precedence over his personal ambitions.
Hiram's personal knowledge of the majority of the adult population,
in addition to his unique capacity to select men and 'Women more
likely to be a productive asset to the new factory, was a valued
foundation stone in shaping the future success of the plant. Further,
IIiram had had extensive experience in Detroit as a production
supervisor.
On Oct. 9, 1945, Mrs. Patricia Mason Drake received word
that her husband, Maj. W. Lewis Drake, had been killed while
flying an Army Air Corps transport plane loaded with needed medi-
cal supplies to a hospital in Shanghai, China. In addition to his
wife, he was survived by a two-year-old son.
With the war's end and the point system eased, abandonment
of OPA price controls became effective on hundreds of items the
following year of 1946. Nearly 200 potential subscribers of phone
service in Murray were encouraged by the news that supplies would
soon be made available to permit new installations. Lumber needs
for the construction of new low-cost houses for returning veterans
lagged, but assurances were made they would be given first pref-
erence when OPA lifted controls. Interesting to note that when
price ceilings were lifted, abundant supplies .suddenly found their
way in the market, thus indicating the manufacturing industry was
awaiting the day when gieater profits could be realized.
Dire predictions were forecast that America's unemployment
would reach 8 milliin or more when the bulk of servicemen was
released: from duty. Calloway County's- share of the unemployed
was manageable, but many of the county's, returning war heroes
lefthging once a$ain to seek employment. The disrupting effects
of demobilization failed to materialize in proportion to Thatwhich
was endured in the post-war era of the previous •conflict, indicating






By M. C. Garrott
'It Takes Time To Realize r1/ hat
Murray Siaie Really Does For Ijb
This is the third and last in a series of
columns dealing with the LeRoy
Offerman Dance Band and its days .at
Murray State back in the 1930s. Now an
Evansville, Ind., insurance executive,
Merman shared some of the band's
experiences with me several years ago.
It was around the band that the first
"Campus Lights" production was
staged at Murray State in 1938, and
since the 43rd production of the show
was presented just this past weekend, I
thought the time appropriate to give
you in depth some of the history of this
great group of musicians, as told to.me
by its director.
Its dance engagements took the band
into every nook and cranny of the six:.
state area around Murray, providing its
members with a wide range of
memories.
For example, one night they took the
wrong turn coming back to the campus
from Camden, Tenn., and after
roaming back roads all night were
found at daybreak barefooted and with
their pants rolled up pushing their 1929
model, 7-passenger LaSalle across a
Tennessee creek.
At another time and after playing the
Golden Eagle Club south of Union City,
Tenn., their then mode of tran-
sportation - a former C. Ray Bus Lines
bus, a 1929 Buick and seating 17 people
- decided that C. Ray and LeRoy
Offerman, but mostly C. Ray, had
abused it enough. It refused to run less
than sq miles per hour, if it ran at all.
With a shove, they got the big car
roaring. Then while roaring through
chickens, hogs and what-have-you on
the graveled road "short cut" from
Fulton to. Murray, they reached a
decision:
Since most of the band members had
final exams in about three hours,
Offerman was not to turn off the
ignition, no matter what. He was given
orders to steer the thing, ignore the
brakes and all other imputes to irnpete
their momentum.
All eyes were glued to the road
searching for possible obstacles when
suddenly they roared into a little
community not far from Murray to find
the road blocked by wagons and trucks
being loaded with produce, for early
morning delivery.
. It was either plow through them or
stOp.'There have been times in niy llfe
whe4kmy courage was challenged to the
limit Offerman said, "and this was
one of them. To loud protestations, I
reached 4iIivn, grabbed the key and off
went the ig lion, down went the motor
and eventually we were sitting still."
Fortunately, Vey had enough money
to hire a team of Ihorses, which pulled
the disabled LaSalle on in to Murray,
providing quite a humorous sight for
the Murray student4\ but the band
members barely gave it\ a thought as
they dashed off for their Rnal exams,
still in their tuxedos. \,,
+++
"Apparently we were not mart
enough, had not learned enough ot:iot
sophisticated enough to feel that oaks
was an underprivileged lot," Offerman.
said.
"We considered ourselves very
fortunate to have the opportunity to get
a college education. Our parents could
not afford to subsidize us, and the
bankers in those days were as yet very
unsophisticated about such needs."
"We had some talent and a desire for
a better life," he went on. "Murray'
State had talent for sale and a desire to
serve and build. We made beautiful
music together, cooperating, listening
to each others problems and working
out solutions."
+++
When the band lost its President's
Ball-engagements to the big name
bands, its members thought they Were
financially ruined, but R. E. Broach,
the college bushiess manager, and
William Fox, from the music depart-
mentr-worked-ent- a-National- V-outh-
Administration-sponsored • "teach
students to dance" class to help fill the
gap.
Then when the men music students on
the campus wanted a chapter of Phi Mu
Alpha. the national music fraternity, at
Murray State, the band members rolled
up their sleeves and went to work,
selling their talent in a musical show to
raise the money - the first "Campus
Lights "
In addition to the band personnel
heretofore mentioned, others came
along to replace those graduating.
These included: Watkin Jones, recently
retired band director at Park Forest,
111.: Bill Parrish, still working at it in
Alabama; trumpet player Louie
Loriaux, whom LeRoy can't locate.
Also. Floyd McClure in Florence,
Ala Herbert (Junior) Carter, band
director at East Carolina University;
Wayne Burdick, teaching in • Tucson,
Ariz. Gil Colaianni, .retired Baldwin
dealer in Little Rock, Ark.; Jack Herpi,
retired supervisor of instrumental
music in Ohio.
Also. Jim Huey, a dentist in
Alabama; Pope Johnson, a dentist in
Kingsport, Tenn.; Rex Inglis', retired
United Airlines command pilot who
mvntly died in Los Angeles; the late
Bill Orr of Paducah; and Margaret
Trevathan Pace, Benton, who sang with
tht band as did Frances Wake, now
mr,. Jim Hayes and living in Prin-
itun
"We vividly remember the days
when the Jackson Purchase area was
fenced in economically by the Ohio,
Tennessee, Cumberland, and
Mississippi Rivers," Offerman said.
"The bridge tolls from Murray to
Hopkinsville exceeded by a wide
margin the cost of gasoline at 15 cents a
gallon for our bus.
"We like to think that our activities
were, in a real sense, economic sorties
into the 'land beyond the rivers' from
'the land between the rivers.' In this
vein then we contributed some,.
'payback to the citizen taxpayers of the
Purchase-land and whose tax revenue
attend.
Murray State possible for us to
Letters To The Editor
"Personally," he went on, "I feel that
each one'of us owes a continuing debt to
the alma meter image that gave us our
opportunities. There were not many
places in our part of the US. where
music education could be pursqed by
poor folks in the depression years.
"It is with this thought that I hope you
leave your readers. Ask each Murray
State alumnus and alumnae to examine
his or her accumulated rewards - be it
money, influence or whatever - and
continually slice off the fair share that
belongs to Murray State. It takes time
to realize what the school actually did
for each one of us."
Supports Coach Outland
Editor:
This letter is written in support of Mr.
Stan Outland, head football coach at
Calloway County High School. His
success at Grove Junior High School,
Paris, Tennessee, as a teacher r and
head football coach was exceptional.
The following is a direct quote from a
letter written by Mr. Joe E. Casey,
Principal of Grove Junior High School
when he recommended Stan Outland
for "Teacher of the Year of Henry
County" for 1976.
"In all areas he has shown out-
standing initiative in developing better
programs. He has worked tirelessly
with .Members of the community in
raising support and friends for his
-:Atthletic _teams. -He- personally took-the
initiative in building a long discussed
track, and was very influential in
getting increased financial support for
the football program.
"Coach Outland's athletic teams
have had outstanding success as he has
worked to develop pride and the desire
for excellence in his athletes. His
football teams have complied an en-
viable record, completing two perfect
seasons with only three losses in the
past five years.
"Coach Outland's greatest con-
tribution however,, has been his in-
fluence with his students, as friend and
councilor, while constantly working to
develop better physical education and
athletic programs. He has also taken a
personal interest in the problems of
individual students, taking time to seek
out the troubled and to listen and ad-
vise.
"It is certainly a privilege to have a
teacher with the interest and abilities of
Stanley Outland on the school staff."
Another quote from a letter by Lois
Rayburn, Supervisor of Instruction,
Henry County School Systems,
recommending Stan Outland for
"Teacher of the Year" in 1976.
"It is a pleasure for me to have the
opportunity to recommend Stan
Outland as Teacher of the Year. I have
been associated with him both as fellow
teacher at Grove Junior High School
and as instructional supervisor.
"He, has always demonstrated
willingness to cooperate with co-
workers and with the administration in
planning and implementing in-
structional and athletic programs for
the youth of Henry County.
"Although Stan is a quiet and
unassuming person, he exerts a great
influence on the students with whom he
Works: He is always wilYng lo go
beyond the call of duty when it is
necessary to help either a student or a
co-worker, He is a dedicated teacher
and coach."
From my own experience I have
attended numerous football, basketball
and track events with Stan Outland. I
have always been amazed at the
number of Stan's former students -
male, female, black and white - who go
out of their way to come over to speak
with him. The look on their face and
tone of their voice is unmistakably
expressing love, admiration and
respect.
Stan Outland is stern and firm, yet
fair and equitable with his discipline.
Perhaps many of us can learn from
him that kids aren't asking for ap-
pecisment and their own way con-
stanUy as they develop into citizens....





On Jan. 11 an article concerning the
fate of the C.C.H.S. football coach was
published in The Murray Ledger and
Times. The article stated that a petition
had been signed by the 1979-1980 foot-
ball squad saying they would not play
under any other coach. This petition
does not speak for the whole squad for I
have personally talked to some of the
illaYer&-and thek0Y....
whomever is coach at C.C.H.S.
Those who will not play for another
coach have very little loyalty to
C.C.H.S. and that is part of what it
takes to build a football program. It
takes more than a coach and football
players; it takes parents and fans to
support our team 100 percent - win or
lose. It will take time and sacrifice8,
but it will be rewarding when it is ac-
complished.
Sometime after Feb. 1 our school
board will be making a very lmportant
decision. Will we start to build a foot-
ball program or will ye waste another
year? As parents and fans, contact your
-k116301' Imre representatties-and-lei----
your feelings be known. This concerns
everyone.
Floyd Dawson
Rt. 1, Dexter, Ky.
10 Years Ago
Kentucky Highway officials met with
the Calloway County Fiscal Court
yesterday to discuss ways in which the
county can use the $109,930 allocated by
the state for the county road aid pro-
gram.
Deaths reported include Charles
Dudley Nance, 36, and Mrs. Harold
1Mary Helen Peace, 58.
John Pierce, a represenative of the
Vanderbilt Chemical Company, spoke
on the new modern plant in Murray at
the meeting of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America.
The Rev. Robert Borchelt has resign-
ed as vicar of St. John's Episcopal
Church to take the position of campus
minister at the University of Louisville.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie R. Owens on Feb. 9
and a boy to Mr, and Mrs. Robert
Gallion on Feb. 9.
Hilda Bennett, Jane Buchanan and
Mary Smith had high individual games
in bowling in the Diller or Dollar
League at Corvette Lanes.'
20 ears Ago
Mrs. Hilda Ellis was winner this week
of the shower of gifts promotion spon-
sored by 30 local merchants.
The A & P Grocery will reopen soon in
its new location at 504 Maple Street,
Murray. The store formerly located on
East Main was destroyed by fire on
Jan. 26.
Five representatives from the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross attended a Red
Cross Disaster Conference at Paducah.
They were Col. John 0. Pasco, Mrs.
William Nall, Jr., Mrs. Joe E. Pace,
Mrs. Joseph G. Fowler, and Marvin-O.
Wrather.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Sweatman.
Delta Omega has been accepted on
the Murray State College campus as a
local sorority, according to"Dr. Ralph
H. Woods, president. Bobbye McCarter
brte-Acial serVicedethre;:zaent will be
the faculty sponsor. Officers are•
Geraldine Jarrell, Ashland, Frances
Knight, Sturgis, Loretta Culver, Mur-
ray, and Rhaeles Pankey, Huntington,
Tenn.
The Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat the Middle Ten-
nessee Raiders in a basketball game at
Murfreesboro, Tenn. High team scorers
were Herndon for Murray and B.
Burden for Middle.
30 Years Ago
"Louise Lamb said it looked like half
of Murray was in Chicago recently
when she was there on a buying trip.
Most of the Murray dentists were there
for a meeting. Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
Houston were also attending a
meeting," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
The Rev. James Hatley of Lexington
is the evangelist and Dick Robertson is
directing the music for the yout..
revival being held at the First Baptist
Church.
Hazel beat New Concord and Lynn
Grove beat Alnio in the semi-finals of
the Calloway County High School
Basketball Tournament played at the
Carr Health Building, Murray State
College. High team scorers were Lamb
and B. White for Hazel, Thurman for
New Concord, Miller for Lynn Grove,
and Miller for Almo.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Morganfield in the Western Kentucky
Conference Basketball Tournament
played at Paducah. High team scorers.
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Maximum protection and overall coverage at a reasonable cost are wine consumers took tor
in insurance A good root otters the same advantages When the rooting is three-dimensional
asphalt shingles, homeowners get low maintenance and attractiveness as well




checks — for clothing, in floor-
ing, on sheets and in decorative
fabrics. And then, it dawned on
designers that the grid pattern
lent itself naturally to other,
three-dimensional products.
Out of this design insight
have come hanging storage
grids which were shown by a
number of manufacturers at
the recent National Housewares
Exposition in Chicago.
According to Kenneth Brozen,
designer of a grid storage sys-
tem now being marketed by
Copeo, Inc., the storage grid,
which may be on its way to be-
coming a basic horde-storage..
product. "is a creative re-
sponse to the boredom of peg-
board. .
We saw so much of the grid
pattern around that we began
to say to ourselves, 'Why' not
make a useful product of it?' "
said Brozen.
Most of the grid storage sys-
tems being marketed now are
very simple. "That's their
strength. It's a basic product
with only a few variations that
is useful all over the house," he
-noted. •
Copco's system is fairly typi-
cal. It provides a grid based on
a 30-inch module plus fasteners
and shelves and bins that at-
tach to the grid and 'Make it
possible to hang or otherwise
keep a large number of items
accessibly out in the open. Oth-
er companies marketing grid
systems include Heller Designs,
Inc., the Graff Group and
McGrady Designs.
These and more new or
recently-introduced systems
are available to consumers at
housewares stores, building-
supply outlets and assemble-it-
yourself furniture stores.
"The grid is an example of a
tlY product that meets a new and
urgent need for storage capac-
ity," said Martin Robert,. a
product designer. "Inflation
made building a new home ora moving impossible. So people
stayed where they were and
C. added on. Now adding on is irn- •
possible for many.
"Everyone I know is con-
:ton vertmg part of their home to
n Is make room within existing
ulb„ splice. A grid system helps one














wall and suddenly you have
room'
Although some designers, like
Kenneth Brozen, have zeroed in
on the window-pane checks of
grids, others have noticed that
storage grids and a closely re-
lated storage product — wire
shelving — got started first as
industrial storage and for dis-
play uses.
At Taylor & Ng's booth at the
housewares show, a metal grid
system was used to store and
display the company's house-
wares line. A company execu-
tive noted that the system was
developed first for Taylor &
Ng's own use and then was con-
ceived of as a product .to be
sold commercially for display
However, interest shown by
retailers is encouraging the •
company to make it available
as a product for home use, as
well.
Another interesting example
of how a commercial product
makes its way into the retail-
sales arena oceurred with a
stacking wire-bin system manu-
factured by United Steel
Wire Co. Inc., a subsidiary of
Roblin, Inc.
Daniel Berlin, vice president,
and general manager of the.
subsidiary, said he brought the .
bins to-Chicado to see if there
was any interest_ in them for
home use. One large depart-
ment store bought them for this
purpose and another was con-
sidering doing so. The reception
has convinced Berlin that the
bins and shelves' should be
redesigned slightly to appeal
directly to the home storage
market.
He got his first clue of its po-
tential when a friend put up an
entire wall of it in the kitchen
of his 8200,000 apartment
Also shown by more than one
manufacturer were a number
of new ideas for closet storage,
consisting of vinyl-covered wire
or plain wire drawers, shelves
and other storage accessories.
Lois A. Mackey, an importer
of -the Ella closet storage sys-
tem from Sweden. said a pri-
mary appeal of wire storage
systems was that they allowed
a user to pack so much into a
small space. "I got 84 inches of
dresser storage into 24 inches.
of Ella when I put it in my bed-
room and removed a triple
dresser," she said.
With results like these, it
Here's the Answer ffffii
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatuns
Q. — I know fluorescent light-
ing is considered much better
than regular incandescent light-
ing, most especially because it
is more efficient, but I seem to
remember reading somewhere
that it also has some dia-
advantages. I expect to do
some changing around soon, so
I asked the dealer in the elec-
CriCal-Seetion Of a department
store what the disadvantages
were, but he didn't seem to
know, except that he thought
fluorescent lighting made some
persons look kind of pale when
directly under it. Is this so?
And what are the other dis-
advantages, if any?
A. — Yes, fluorescent li
tend to make sorneentriliTexions
take on a sallow appearance at
times. Also, fluorescents cost
more when originally installed,
do not work well, if at all, in
cold temperatures unless used
on a special circuit; and occa-
sionally will produce a hum un-
der certain conditions. But
their many advantages out-
weigh their disadvantages by a
wide margin, the chief one
being that they give far more
light with less use of energy,
which means lower electric
bills._
Q. — Many years ago I re-
roofed a house, putting asphalt
shingles over wood shingles. I












wood strips at the eaves and
rakes after removing some old
wood shingles to make room
for the strips. I'm not sure
what the reason was, but the
procedure had been recom-
mended. Now I will soon do an-
other reroofing job, this time
using asphalt shingles over as-
phalt shingles. It's a different
house. Do I still have to put
dewn the strips?
A. — No. The wood strips are
not required when installing as-
phalt over asphalt. However,
application instructions vary
from manufacturer to manufac-
turer, so it is best to follow the
instructions furnished with the
new shingles. In your appli-
cation years ago, the wood
strips improved the appearance
of the finished job, provided
better alignment of the new
shingles and gave added wind
resistance.
Q. — We are having a new
roof put on our house, which is
2$ years old. What's the best
way to keep it in good condi-
tion?
A. — Don't allow water from
a downspout to pour directly
onto a roof below; keep the
downspout connected to the gut-
ter which drains the lower roof.
Keep gutters, downspouts and
roof surfaces clear of fallen
leaves, twigs and other litter so
that water will drain freely and
not back up. Keep trees
trimmed to prevent scuffing of
the roof by branches or dam-
age by falling limbs. Keep
climbing roses and vines
trimmed back. Don't walk on
the roofing. Not only can it
damage the shingles, it's dan-
gerous. Workmen who go on
the roof should use walk
boards, scaffolding or other
suitable protection. If any tools
are used on the roof (such as
when removing snow or
branches', be careful the tools
do not dig into the shingles.
To learn about roofing in de- -
tail and to see an asphalt-
shingle color chart, get a copy
of Andy Lang's booklet. "Roof-
ing Guide," available by send-
ing 570- *mak 'AND a tong,
stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
seems certain that streamlined
wire storage systems, grids and
any other space-saving prod-
ucts designers and manufac-
turers can dream up will have
a good reception among Ameri-
can consumers with more stuff




THIS RAMBLING FOUR-iii.i)koOM RANCH features an
Early American facade and h., an angled two-car garage, a
three-tier roof and an arched portico The 2.419-square-foot
living area includes built-in buott,helves on the rear wall of
the living room and a cathietral ceiling in the family room.
For more information about Plan IlA I I 3 7A, write—enclos-
ing a stamped, self-addressed en% elope— to Jerold Axelrod.
275 Hroadhollow Road. \ Y.. 11746.
From Bath to Famih Room,
Kitchen Cabinets Are Adept
That prized curio cabinet
in your neighbor's living
room may really be a kitch-
.en cabinet—adapted to make
a functional, yet beautifully
styled additional piece of
furniture.
Actually, cabinets have
moved out of the kitchen.
They have become book-
shelves, desks, china clos-
ets, vanities, room dividers,
trophy cases, or whatever
you want to make of them.
Use them anywhere—from
the bathroom to the family
room.
But why would anyone
want to Awl _)at se:
sentially a kitchen cabinet
-into a family room?
Attractive Cabinets
According to Richard. L.
Blake, vice president, sales,
at the Haas Cabinet Com-
pany, "Some of today's most
beautifully crafted and well-
constructed caliinetry can
be found in the-kitchen. But
more than pure esthetics,
these units are made to take
abuie." • •
Doors are open and shut
constantly. Food often
spills. And stoves and dish-
washers create heat and
moisture. Kitchen cabinets
are designed with these
problems in mind..
On the other hand, Blake
points out, ordinary wood
furniture often isn't de-
signed with durability in
mind. "If you have children,
especially, you have to be
quite careful," he says,
- Because they feature the esthetics of fine wood
furniture, plus the durability of kitchen cabinets,
Haas Village Oak cabinets provide excellent wall
storage in other rooms as vi ell. ,
Multi-functional shelf,
wall and base units de-
signed by Haas and other
leading kitchen cabinet
manufacturers bridge the
gap between ordinary kitch-
en cabinets ahd expensive
furniture. They have the
distinctive, rich look of the
finest wood furniture, yet
they're strongly practical.
Finish Resists Stains
All Haas units, for exam-
ple, are crafted of fine woods'
and sturdy hardware. The
"magic" ingredient which
sets these units apart from
other-furniture is a patented
Durasyn finish that resists
scratches, mars, stains and
moisture.
In addition, each unit has
These Haas Village Oak kitchen cabinets have the
high style and craftsmanship of finer furniture, yet
are designed to stand up to abuse.
an NKCA certification seal,
which means it has met the
rigid construction and per-
formance standards of the
American National Stan-
dards Institute (ANSI). La-
boratory tests measure the
unit's ability to resist such
stress factors as overloaded
shelves .and drawers, pull-
ing on doors and the ability
of drawers to resist the im-
pact of dropped caps. The
units als6 must withstand'




them ideal not only for
kitchen cabinets, but for
furniture in family rooms
and other rooms which need
protection.
Combine Units
With-- several sizes, con-
figurations and finishes
available, the durable mod-
ular units can be combined
in virtually limitless ar-
rangements. In most cases,
they can be assembled by a
do-it-yourselfer with just a
few hand tools. If the dec-
orating scheme or spate
requirements change, the
pieces can be regrouped to
conform to the new layout.
Another way to get the
most out of the units' v.ersag.
tility is to match kitchen
cabinets with mixlalar wall,
'base and WeIfilnifi in other
rooms. This approach ex-
tends thedecoratingscheme




Reroofing can he the
crowning achievement of a
home remodeling project. A
new roof not only helps to
perk up and modernize a
home, but it can serve to tie
together the exterior ele-
ments of a house.
In addition to making a
home more attractive, a
roofs color can be used to
create a • variety of visual
effects.
A white roof, for instance,
may be used on a contemp•
orary house to create a sense
of airiness, or on a low-slung
ranch for a taller appear-
ance. Dark colors, on the
other hand, can be used to
make an unusually tall or
steeply sloped toof seem less
towering.
Earth tones Popular
The most popular colors
-today, according to roofing
manufacturers, are the
earthtones, which- include





Since you can expect to
live with your new roof fora
good many years, the choice
of its color should be made
carefully. -Successful exter-
ior color schemes begin with
the roof. Sidewall and trim
colors should be keyed to the
roof color.
Limit Color Choices
Experts suggest that color
choices be limited to three;
one for the roof, a second for
the siding and the third for
the trim. Complementary
colors on the roof and
sidewalls provide harmoni-
ous contrast. A lighter
shade of the roof color on the
siding creates an attractive'
blend. "Asphalt shingle. the
most widely used roof cover-
ing for both new home con-
struction and remodeling,
are used on four out of five




Whin iffek 'ate somewhat--
lighter in weight than con-
yentional asphalt shingles.,
which are made in a wide
range of weights and styles.
They have excellent per-
formance characteristics
and often have a higher fire
rating than conventional'
asphalt shingles. Both
types are tested to meet the




asphalt shingles in hand-
some earthtone shades of
browns and beiges that




also produce a rustic-
looking roof with deep
attractive shadow lines.
They lend special eye appeal
to homes with high visibil-
ity from the street.
kdditiOnOrin for m a lion
on color and on roofing in
general can be obtained for
35-cents from the Asphalt
Roofing Manufacturers As-
Soclatiorrttnr-Ntitt-ftrawil -




What's new, on the market?
THE PRODUCT Insulators
for electrical outlets.
Manufacturer's claim — That
these insulators can be in-
stalled in minutes in switches
and outlet receptacles to con-
trol heat waste and reduce dis-
comfort from cold air drafts,..
that you remove one screw
from a wall plate, lift the plate
off and place the insulation gas-
ket in position.. that the Plate
is then replaced, the screw re-
installed and the gasket be-
comes invisible. . that, in hot
weather, the insulators keep
cool air in and hot air
out...and that the insulators




THE PRODUCT ,— A per-
manent wood treatment.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this wood treatment combines
fire retardant, woad stabilizer
and ultra-violet absorber in a
no n-leaching, water-cleanup
formula. . .that fire-retardant
chemicals and stabilizing resins
remain in the wood after appli-
cation even when it is exposed
to all kinds of weather.. .that it
can be applied on top of any
porous-type coating.. .that.
when used in the natural finish,
it is completely water-clear,
leaving no indication that it has
been applied. ..that it is avail-
able in four semi-transparent
If you are thinking about reroofing your home as a
do-it-yourself project, carefully assess whether you
have the skill, patience and time to do it correctly. If
not, consult a professional roofer.
Working at Heights
Decrees Safety First
A patchwork quilt may
look beautiful on a bed. On a
roof it's a disaster.
If you're contemplating
whether to tackle that re-
roofing job yourself, re-
member two things. Some
do-it-yourself projects re-
quire special skills. All re-
quire patience and time.
Before deciding, you
should ask yourself a couple
of important questions, the
first being, "Can I do the job
as well as a professional?"
Although reroofing seems
a simple enough task, it
involves much more than
merely nailing shingles.
The roof deck and support
structures should be exam-
ined carefully. The deck
surface must be free of
protruding nails and holes.
Check the attic for water
spots to reveal any leaks. If
the old roofing is badly worn
and uneven, a tearoff may
be necessary. Gutters, chim-
neys, roof vents and flash-
ings will also have to. be
inspected and repaired if
necessary.
Heights Comfortable?
The other question; can
you comfortably work at
heights? Steeply-sloped
roofs that can be hazardous
are best left to professionalk.---
If you do decide to do the job
yourself, safety precautions
are a must and sheuld be
adhered to. Wear rubber
_soled shoeii. Reroof- only
when the roof deck and
shingles are dry. Secure all
ladders and place tools
where they won't slide off
the roof.
Before you decide to do it
yourself, make sure you're
willing to devote the time
and effort needed to dahe
job right. A hasty reroofing
job could result in your dis-
satisfaction and a neighbor-
hood eyesore.
Whether you decide to do
the job „yourself or hire a
professional, make sure the





Though high utility bills
are .evidence of today's en-
ergy crunch, they may also
indicate that your home is
wasting energy. Since a
c,onsiderable part of a
home's exterior wall space
may consist of windows,




insulating glass and fac-
tory-applied weatherstrip-
ping is a homeowner's best
defense against both heat-
robbing air infiltration and
excessive heat loss through
the glass area.
In 1976-77 the sale of BBC.
 television ptagcamsAverSea..S.
amounted to 8,000' hours of
programming in 82 countries.
Resist Fire
Today's three-dimension-
al asphalt shingles, for ex-
ample, are manufactured
to provide all of these 'at-
tributes in addition to fire
resistance.
Three-dimensional alla-
phalt shingles provide an
attractive roof covering suit-
able for any home. Avail-
able in a Variety of colors,
including popular earthtone
shades, 'multi-layered as-




ance of these shingles pro-
vides depth to the roof by
creating bold and attrac-
tive shadowlines.
wood tones and five opaque col--
ors as well as a non-yellowing
white. .and that it meets the
California Air Resources Board
clean-air standards.
THE PRODUCT — An elec-
tronic metal detector and stud
finder
Manufavturer's claim — That
this product operates on the
principle of electro-magnetic
attraction. that it can locate
wall studs, pipes. Wiring and
lost metal objects. . that it can
find tacks, paper clips and jew-
elry in pile rugs. . that it lo-
cates cables running thr.ough__
studs behind walls.. that the
range of its built-in sensor is
adjustable. . .that it is powered
by a standard 9-volt bat-
tery.. .and that a red indicator
light glows when an object is
found.
( Do-it-yourselfers will get
valuable help from Andy
Lang's handbook, 'Practical
Home Repairs," available by
sending 81.50 to this newspaper
at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.1
The insulators are manufac-
tured by The Glumen Group,
8000 Cooper Ave., Glendale,
N.Y. 11227; the wood treatment
by The Flecto Co., Inc., P.O.
Box 12995, Oakland, Calif..
94604; and the metal detector by
Black di Decker, 701 E. Jcippa





The new—and very reliable—
A B Dick 990 plain paper cop-
ier compares to equipment cost-
ing 50% more
The 990 has all at the most
wanted • features of machines
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make 11" 17"
copies. copy on both sides of
paper and use most any kind
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EXCUSE ME WHILE I SQUEEZE THROUGH this Mayfield player might be saying as
she is caught between a Calloway County shooter and would-be rebounder.
Sports Mirrray Ledger Sic Times
Two Technicais Propel Lady
Lakers To Win Over Mayfield
By GARY GARTH
• Sports Writer
The Calloway County Lady
Lakers used some clutch free
throw shooting in the final
minutes to record a 56-52
come-from-behind victory
over the Lady Cardinals in
Mayfield last night.
The Lakers were coming off
a 13-day layoff, and the off
court time showed as
Calloway missed several open
shots early in the game and
seemed to be having trouble
setting up their offense.
But while the Lakers were
struggling, the Cardinals were
On top of their game. Alescia
Chappell dropped in six of
Mayfield's twelve first
quarter points and paced her
team to a 12-11 lead.
_ Mayfield extended its lead
to five points early in-the se-
cond quarter, taking advan-
tage of poor ball handling by
the Lakers, and held an eight
point spread at one time mid-
way during the.period.
The Laker offense began to
pick up late in the half. Kim
Willie hit a pair of late baskets
for Calloway to cut the Car-
dinal lead to 25-22 at the half.
The poor shooting that had
plagued the Lakers
throughout the first half con-
tuined into the third quarter.
The Cardinals had increased
their lead to seven points early
in the period and were con-
trolling the rebounding on
both ends of the floor.
Then what proved to be the
biggest play of the night for
the Lakers came at 3:50 in the
quarter.
With Mayfield ahead 33-26,
Laker coach David Elliot
questioned a call by one of the
officals and drew a technical
foul, on the Laker bench. Dur-
ing the discussion with the
refree over the Toul-Call a se= -
cond technical was issued
against the Lakers.
Although Mayfield sank the
four foul shots giving the home
team the largest lead of the
game at 37-26, the calls
against the Calloway bench
were the shot in the arm the
sagging Lakers needed.
The newly fired up Lakers
picked up their game on both
ends of the court and begair to
chip away of the Cardinal
lead. Calloway forward Mina
Todd came to life late in the
period, hitting six of her eight
' third quarter points in the last
two minutes as the Lakers
closed again to within two
points at 45-43 at the end of the
quarters.
"I don't • like to say
something like that is the turn-
ing point in a ballgame,"
Elliot responded to the
technicals on the Laker bench.
"But we did seem to play bet-
ter after the fouls."
Mayfield regained its five-
point- lead -earlyin:the-fourth-
quarter and held that margin
until midway in the period
when two quick baskets by
Mina Todd and Penny
Overbey brought the Lakers to
MurrarWestern Garne To Be Telecast
What rott/d be the crucial
game of the Ohio Valley Con-
ference basketball season —
the clash Saturday night
between .Murray State's
Racers and Western Ken-
tucky's Hilltoppers — will be
broadcast live from Racer
Arena by WPSD-TV, channel
6, Paducah.
Station officials announced'
Monday afternoon that ar-
rangements for the telecast,
the first strictly live game
broadcast attempted by a
local station, had been corn-
pleted and that the sports
team of -Frank Morock and
Bob Swisher would handle the
play-by-play.
The game is already a near-
sellout, according to MSU
sports ihformatiOn director
Doug Vance. Vance said today
that all reserved seat tickets
for the game have been sold
and that "only a limited
number" of general admission
tickets remain. The general
admission tickets will go on
sale at 5 p,m. the day of the
game, Saturday, Feb. 16.
Tip-off for the game.
originally scheduled for 7:30
p.m., has been advanced to
8:05 p.m.
Murray State is leading the
OVC--with an 8-1 conference
record, the lone defeat at the
hands of Western last month
in Bowling Green. Western —
number two in the OVC with a
7-2 slate — has beeh beaten by
both Morehead and Eastern,
teams the -Racers have handl-
ed twice this season:
The top four teams in the
conference at the end of the
regular season will meet in a
post-season tournament to
determiti.0----the OVC's
representative in the NCAA
championships. The tourna-
ment will be hosted by the
- regular-season conference
champion.
"We recognize the strong
showing of Murray State
University sports during the
last year and we share the ex-
citeme‘t of the Murray State
sports department and the
.thonsands of fans Who will be a'
part of this television first in
our viewing area," John
Williams, the station's general
manager, said.
Morock, sports director of
channel 6, is currently hosting
a weekly Murray State
coach's program with MSU
basketball coach Ron Greene.
Swisher, formeicky sports
director and now productio
director at the station, is a
Murray State graduate and
former play-by-play an-
nouncer for the Racers during
his days in radio.
Sleets, Green Cop Honors
For the third tirne this f erence player and rookie of
season, Murray State has the week honors after its road
swept the Ohio Valley Con- wins over Morehead State and
Eastern Kentucky.
Olympic Gold Follows Market
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
LAKE PLACID, N. Y. (AP)
— While the price of gold has
rocketed to the heavens, the
Olympic gold medal has riden
its coat-tails.
For figure skaters especial-
ly, and a few, others on a
smaller scale, the gilded
medallion can be an -open
sesame'' to instant riches.
They can all thank Sonja
Henie for that.
."The gold medal in itself in
not g guarantee," says Dick
Button, former Olympic and
world men's figure skating
champion and a- leadirik
authority on the specialty.
You've got to have some piz-
Zan a sense of style, projec-
tion and good management."
As this little Adirondack
community prepares for the
formal opening of the XIII
Winter Games Wednesday, a
trio of Americans is thrust into
the spotlight as potential Dick
Buttons, Peggy Flemings and
Dorothy Hanalls. Movie and
ice show promoters are queu-




stardom are Linda Fratianne,
the darkhaired, blue-eyed ice
ballerina from Northridge,
Calif., reigning world cham-
pion and favorite in the ladies'
singles, and the graceful, dar-
ing tandem of Randy Gardner
and Tai Babilonia, conceded
an excellent chance of
upsetting the Soviet Union's
almost flawless pairs cham-
pions, Alek.sandr Zeitzev and
Irinia Rodnina.
- •."Fratianne is very prettir,
with a Latin Sophia Loren
beauty," said Button. "She
photographs wonderfully. She
moves like liquid.
"Tai is cute as apple pie and
extremely talented. Her part-
ner, Gardner, has great abili-
ty — a super athlete. They are
a brilliant, innovative pair
who perform beautifully as a
team.
"All any of them needs to do
is get their act together and
they can' attain instant fame."
Button should know. It hap-
pened to him. It has happened
to a long line of U.S. figure
skaters, principally the
female gender, as well as
Olympic gold medalists in
other sports. Leaping readily
to mind are Mark Spitz, .the
swimmer with the wedding
cake handsomeness who won
an unprecedented seven golds
at Munich lit 1972, and Bruce
Jenner, the blond "All
American Boy" who captured
the decathlon at Montreal four
years ago.
"You must remember they
didn't make it automatically,"
said Button, who won his first
Olympic gold medal while in
prep school in 1948 and
repeated while getting his law
-degree at Harvard in 1952.
"They had to have something
extra. You might call it a star
quality. As in the movies, it's
the -a 61111fir prolect
Peal to audiences."
Button' gave, skating exhibi-
tions while working on his law
DIAMOND
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• Valeatide's Day is Feb. 14tb
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degree, later -did TV specials
and finally became a suc-
cessful TV commentator and
-head_ of -his own production
company.'
He was chosen as one of the
US. flag-carriers for the open-
ing ceremony after which he
must rush off to do TV Com-
mentary for ABC-TV, an
assignment he has handled for
years.
"Sonja was the first," But-
ton said, recalling the cap-
tivating Norwegian who won
-three Olympic gold medals in
1928, I934 and 1936, the middle
one here in Lake Placid. "She'
was short and stumpy, too fat,
butsbewasaderabierShe had
dimples, a great smile and an
enormous personality." •
-"Henie moved easily from
the ice to Hollywood where she
entranced movie goers with
romantic roles played in a
winter wonderland setting.
American mothers became so
-hypnotized that they couldn't
wait to put their offsprings on
flashing blades, resulting in U.
S., figure skating success.
Starting in 1956 with Tenley
Albright, the United States
produced ladies' champions
four out of six Games. Carol
Heiss, the New York baker's
daughter, woo in 1960, Peggy
'Fleming in 1968 and Dorothy
Harnill four years ago in Mon-
treal. The skein was inter-.
_rupted by Sjoultja.
Djkstra in 1964 arid Austria's
Beatrix Shuba in 1972.
Albright elected to become a
surgeon in- Boston. The pretty
Heiss did a movie, "Snow
White and the Three Stooges,"
later married another skater,
Hayes Alan Jenkins, and settl-
ed down to the role of mother
Akron, Ohio. -Fleming and
Hamill became highly suc-
cessful show skaters, as did
Janet Lynn, a bronze medalist
in 1972. -
"Peggy is an example of
what one needs to become -a
star," Button said.- "Not only
did she have the basic ingre-
dients — classic beauty, talent
anmd grace 2.- but she got her
act together. Everything fell
into place. Slie-projected-: Peo-
ple never tired of her."
Olympic Games Begin Under
Political, Logistical Clouds
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer •
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. (AP)
— Hounded by continuing
political problems and
haunted by logistical
nightmares, the Games of the
XIII Winter Olympiad began
on schedule today in this pic
turesque map-dot village
nestled in 'the Adirondack
Mountains. •
,The official opening of the
Games, complete with the
ceremonial parade of nearly
1,300 athletes, is scheduled for
Wednesday. But the hockey.
competition got a jump on the
other sports with six games on
today's schedule.
For American athletes the
1980 Games could yield a
record winter medal haul. The
United States won 10 medals
in the 1976 Winter Games at
Innsbreck and never has cap-
tured more than the dozen it
won the last time Lake-Placid
hosted these Games in 1932.
But stars like champion
seed skaters Eric 'and Beth
.f1si4enr cross country skier
Bill Koch, figure skaters Lin-
da Fratianne and Charlie
Tickner and skiers PhirMahre
and Cindy Nelsen could make
this a memorable Olympiad
for the United States.
Most of the hockey interest
centered on the awesome
Soviet Union team, considered
almost certain to' win the
hockey gold. The Russians
opened against Japan tonight.
In--other-games_Norway _met _
Czechoslovakia, - Canada
played Holland, the United.
States faced Sweden, West
Germany opposed Romania
and Poland took on Finland.
The young American team,
composed largely of college
players, got a close look at the
Soviets in a 10-3 thrashing last
Saturday in New York. Coach
Herb Brooks thought he
detected some extra verve in
the play of the Russians,
brought on, perhaps, by the
current world political situa-
tion.
"The Russians have always
been subtle physically.
before," ,said Brooks. "I've
never seen them quite As
physical as they were against-
us. When Khrushchev said
that they'd bury 'us, I didn't
think he meant the American
hockey team of 1980. They
vented a lot that seemed to pe
inside them in that game."
The Soviet squad includes
many of the stars such as
goalie Viadislav Tretiak and
forward Boris Mikhailov, who
, have become familiar to
North American' fans. in the
last eight years in games
against National Hockey
__League teams. Brooks smiles
at matching them up against
young American team.
"Eight years ago, they were
playing against Team
Canada," the coach said.
"I've got six or eight kids on
my team who were playing
peewee hockey eight years
ago."
With- the opening
ceremonies just 24 hours
away, the Taiwan issue re-
mained clouded. Athletes
from that nation, demanding
to compete as the Republic of
China under their own flag
and with their own antherp,
Planned to carry their suit
against the International
Olympic Committee into the
periewals, YwocrliatyS. tacot:. mCocourfotaxol.i:,.p-a
' middle-level court, Olympic
officials got reversed an
original ruling supporting the
Taiwanese position. .
Freshmen Mont Sleets and
Glen ' Greene earned the
respective honors for, their
performances in the two
games. -
Sleets, who had been named
rookie -of the week three times,
scored 50 points, hitting 19 of
37 field goal attempts and 12 of
13 free throws, and had eight
assists and nine rebounds.
Green scered 30 Points, pull-
ed down 15 rebounds and had
nine assists. His two free
throws with 13 seconds left in
the game were the clinchers in
the 70-78 win oirer Eastern.
Clutch Free Throw Shooting
Clinches 56-52 Comeback Win
within one at 48-47.
Calloway moved into the
lead for the first time in the
game seconds later on a six-
falter by Todd.
The Cardinals recaptured
the lead 52-51 on two free
throws by Chappell, but clutch
free throw shoqpng by Kim
Willie and Mina Todd in the
last minute secured the win
for the Lakers.
Eight of the Lakers 14 fourth
quarter points came from free
throws, three each by Todd
and Willie and ,two by
Overbey.
-The free throws late in the
game proved to be the
deciding factor in the game
for us," Elliot said.
Calloway had three players
scoring in double figures, with
t:
MELISSA MILLER (20) awaits this pass from Jane Ann
Barrow over Jan Shelton (14) in Calloway County's 56-
52 win at Mayfield lost night.
Todd leading the scoring with
20 points. Center Kim Willie
added 19 points in a fine per-
formance, which included hit-
ting seven of 10 shots from the
charity stripe.
Coach Elliot .was pleased
with the way his team came
back and was happy with the
win.
"This was the kind of win we
needed," he said. "The 13-day
layoff hurt us at first," he add-
ed. "We played hard and it
was a good win for us."
Calloways record now
stands at 14-3 as it prepares to
-take-on Thel4itdy-Tigers4r-oni-
Murray High Thursday night
at 8:00. The girls varstiy game
will be preceded by the
freshnian boys game at 6:30.
lhMASON Clittl.5LI, Mistaror kakis Weaffitarforil, lipserratisaist
Oeside Sokis CatorNerts: Mum S. Maker, Merflorie M. Via*
711 Main St., Murray 753-GOGO (4646)
OPEN 9 AM TO S PM MON. THRU FRI.
We Write Air Tkitets For All Airlines While You Wait v.J.As so,
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICTS!.. ___ 
..,,,,. '4,1
0,- ,;:-
We Honor The Saone Credit Cards 
as 4Firrt s‘.
e Airlines Do! Such As...
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE wittaillilliwas
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
They're Coming
3 Truck Loads of Toyotas.
16 Different Models
*Corolla 2 Dr. Tercell, 4 Speed
*Corolla 2 Dr. Tercel!, 5 Speed Deluxe
*Corolla 2 Dr. 1800, 4 Speed
*Corolla 5R5 Sport Coupe
*Corolla SR5 Liftback
*Corona 4 Dr., Luxury Edition, 5 Speed
*Corona 4 Dr., Liftback Automatic
•Cresida 4 Dr., Luxury Edition
•Celica GT Liftback Automatic
*Pickup Standard, 4 Speed
*Pickup, Deluxe Long Bed, 5 Speed
*Pickup SR5 Sport, Long Bed
*Pickup, 4x4 Standard
*Pickup, 4x4 Sport
*Pickup 3/4 Ton, Long Bed
*Land Cruiser, Power Steering
Buy Now
During Toyota Savings Days
At
Hatcher Auto Soles
MS So. 12th St. Murray, Ky.-753-4961































From the typically volatile
reactions and the diligent
strategy of the coaches to the
constant pressure applied by
the players on the court, the_
Murray State sweep of
Morehead State and Eastern
Kentuck was a memorable
one.
At the top, Morehead coach
Wayne Martin (left( discusses
a decision with official
Charles McConnell late in the
game while Murray coach
Ron Greene (right( calls out a
play for his offense.
The action underneath the
goals was no less restrained as
Gary Hooker 11) and James
Tillman scrap for a loose ball
(middle left). Allen Mann (33)
(right) goes strong inside for
One of his key second-half
baskets. , •
The game also required pa-
tience and timing as Hooker -
(holding the ball, bottom left)
and Greene (at the right, sen-
ding in Walt Davis for his
defense in the waning
minutes I show.
The substitution proved to
be a timely one as Davis made
the playe of the game co a
steal and a behind-the-back
stuff shot which clinched the
victory over Morehead.
a
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Griffith's Shot Sinks Virginia Tech
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
It w as a long shot.
Well, not as long as Les Hen-
son's - but Just long enough
tor Louisville.
-The play was just to get it
to Darrell Griffith and let him
do what be could with it," said
Louisville Coach Denny Crum.
Spinning around at the
baseline, Griffith went high in
the air and hit a 20-footer with
one second left in overtime to
give the nation's third-ranked
college basketball team a 56-
54 victory over stubborn
Virginia Tech Monday night.
"Griffith hit it with two
hands in his face," said
Virginia Tech Coach Charlie
Muir. "I thought Dexter
Reid did a good job on him."
After Griffith's shot, Henson
launched a 40-tooter from just
beyond the half-court mark
for Virginia Tech. But the ball
just nussed - hitting the rim
inside the basket and bounced
out at the buzzer. Henson, of
course, was the player who
beat Florida State earlier this
season with a record 89-foot, 6-
inch shot at the final second.
."That's the most patient
I've ever seen a Louisville
team play," said Moir. "They
showed a lot of patience and
poise."
In other action Monday
night involving the nation's
Top Twenty teams, eighth-
ranked Maryland walloped
Boston University 99-76; 11th-
ranked North Caroling
defeated Georgia Tech 60-50;
and No. 12 Notre Dame turned
back San Francisco 78-66.
Griffith's game-winning
shot came after the Cardinals
had run 43 seconds off the
clock following a basket by
Jeff Schneider that tied the
score at 54-54 with 44 seconds
remaining.
"There aren't too many
guards that can block one of
my jumpers," said Griffith. "I
just concentrated on getting
good elevation. I wasn't hav-
ing what you would call a hot
night (7-of-19), but that's
basketball. You can't let that
bother you."
Griffith wound up with 14
points for the Cardinals,- one
behind team leader Wiley
Brown, who scored 15.
Virginia Tech's Dale Solomon
led all scorers with 27 points.
Albert King scored 32
points, including 16 of 17 free
throws, to lead Maryland's
victory. over Boston Universi-
ty. King's first free throw of
the game gave him 30 in a row,
then he missed his next at-
tempt before dropping in the
next 15.
Michael O'Koren scored 17
points to lead North Carolina
past Georgia Tech. The Tar
Heels scored only two field
goals in the last 10 minutes,
but hit 20 free throws in that
time.
"We got a lot of practice
shooting foul shots," said
North Carolina Coach Dean
Smith. "But, that's the way
they chose to play it."
Georgia Tech Coach Dwane
Morrison: "We were not
ready mentally tonight. We
were still reliving the Virginia
game. That's just human, But
that's not the way to win ball
gan Les "
Georgia Tech, competing in
the Atlantic Coast Conference
for the first time this season,
broke a string of 11 conference
losses last Saturday with a
victory over Virginia.
Tracy Jackson scored a
career-high 23 points and Kel-
ly Tripucka added 20 in Notre
Dame's victory over San
Francisco. The Irish took a 20-
point lead, then held off a
send-half rally by the Dons,
'Our offensive execution
• excellent, especially in
the first half,"said Notre
Dame Coach Digger Phelps.
-Tracy really played well,
and e rotated people to give
e% er body the necessary rest.
The game got physical in the
see,n(i half, but that's just
part of the game." •
Blue Demons Again Unanimous Choice
By TOM CANAVAN
Associated Press Writer
Ray Meyer and DePaul may
have received a scare last
weekend, but this week's
Associated Press college
basketball poll was just
---anottrercakewalk. —
Meyer's Blue Demons were
the unanimous choice -yester-
day for the top -spot in The
Associated Press college
basketball poll for the fourth
straight week. DIPaul was
tabbed No.1 on a8 ballots
and received a perfect score of
1,160 in the voting by a nation-
wide panel of sports writers
and broadcasters.
But that was the easy part.
DePaul 14ced a tougher
challenge in upping its iL-wad
to' 20-0 last Saturday -
Dayton. It took a basket by
Clyde Bradshaw , with three
seconds left before DePaul
• emerged with a 65-63 triumph.
"We got the scare of our
lives," said Coach Meyer after
the game.
DePaul wasn't the only
team to find a niche to its lik-
ing - the next five teams in
the poll also remained un-
changed.
Second-raked -- Syracuse
collected 1,047 points in out-
distancing Louisville for the
runnerup slot. The Cardinals,
who posted victories over Cin-
cinnati and Providence last
week, were third with, 1,012
points.
Oregon State, which nipped
Arizona State in overtime last
week, was fourth with 959
points, followed by Kentucky,
898, and Louisiana State, 874.
St. John's moved up one spot
This week Land took over the
No.7 position from Maryland
with 774 points. The Terps
were next with 749 point
while Ohio State and Clemson
rounded out the Top 10.




The Calloway County Mid-
dle School boys and •girls
teams split their games
aghinst North Marshall last
-night, with the boys winning
44-36 and the girls losing their
first game of the season
against six wins, 41-20.
The boys team., which raised
its record to 6-1, were led in
scoring and .rebounding by
guard Darnell Tharpe with 22
points and nine rebounds. For-
wards Mark Duncan and Todd
Albritton grabbed eight re-
bounds apiece.
"Our defense won the game
•for us," _coach Burch
Kingsolving said about his
team, which outrebounded
North Marshall 34-24.
The Calloway boys' next
- game will be against Trigga
County Friday at 6:30 p.m. at
the Calloway co. Middle
School.
The girls team was never in
its teami after falling behind
14-1 in the first quarter.
"We received a lesson in
basketball," coach Peter 0'
Rourke said. "They shut off
our inside game completely."
Calloway was held to just
23.7 percent while North Mar-
shaH hit an amazing 66.7 per-
cent.
Calloway Co  8 11 11 14 44
No. Marshall  612 612.
---
Calaway Cavity 1441 - Darnell Tharpe
22, Mark Duncan 9, Todd Albrtticn 5. Chns
Sheridan 5. Billy Collins 2, Bruce Lamb 1
North Marshall (311 - Gecheen 6, Willis
12, Parke 6, King 6, Moose 4, Smith 2.
ca.1luwayG.  1 8 7 431
No. Marshall  4  14 615 641
Calloway County ill, - Tainnse Tneas
10, Beth Books 3. Moods *Mister 3, Chicly
Andemun 2, Terry Makhlm 2.
Nath Marshall 41 - Porter 18, Barrett
4, Caroehrice 13, Karnes 2, Stowe 4.


































• a generous portion of Country Style
fish fillets done in our own special recipe
• creamy coleslaw • crisp french fries




last week, collected 628 points
following triumphs over
Michigan and Michigan State.
Clemson, which jumped from
No.16 to the Top 10 after
upsetting Maryland last week,
got 462 P'oints in edgingNo
Carolina forthe No./0
North Carolina headed the
Second 10 for the third con-
secutive week. Notre Dame,
No.9 last week but upset by
North Carolina State, was 12th
followed by Brigham Young,
Missouri, Purdue, Duke,
Weber State, Arizona State,
Kansas State and Iowa.
Last week, the Second 10
was l'4orth Carolina, Purdue,
Ohio State, Brigham Young.
Missouri. ciemson, Weber
te, Virginia, Arizona State
and Indiana.
Kansas State and Iowa, both
of which appeared in the poll
earlier this year, returned to
the list this week. Indiana and.
i.ir,ia. both members of the
fittd alt season, dropped off for
the first time.
I t:dlatia, 14-7, was beaten by
89-68 Saturday.
P t poll was conducted
bet Te Monday night's games,
w Ti saw' UotitSVille edge
(1e, ra Tech 56-54 in over-
tline. Maryland whip Boston
Unr.ersity 99-76, Norte Dar&
defeat San Francisco 78-66 and
N. r.b Carolina whip Georgia
Late Game Charge By.
Lady Tigers Falls Short
Despite making a charge
late in the game, the Murray
Lady Tigers were held off at
Heath last night by a final
score of 50-47.
Murray fell behind 23-11. at
• halftime after making only
three of 15 free throw attemp-
ts.
-We just got off to a cold
start and buried ourselves into
a hole," Murray ccach Rick
Fisher said. "We showed a lot
of determination in coming
back.
"Velvet Jones played one
her best defensive games all
year. Her pressure on the ball
got us back in it.
"We got good guard play in
the fourth quarter. JaCkson
(guard Candy) had all eight of
her points in the fourth
quarter while Jones had six.
"In the second half, we
established the things we
wanted to do. We showed
ourselves we could do it.
In the last cimple of minutes
in the game, Murray was able
to cut the Heath lead to two
points twice, at 47-45 and 49-47.
but could not come any closer
Heath's Amy Warford hit ri
free throw with 12 seconds
to clinch the game for 'lei
team:
"We're still playing the top
people in the region," Fishin•
said. "Heath is one of tti,sc
teams.
Whenever we can put four
quarters together, we can play
int anybody. We are getting
1,enind early or have one or
tv.!, weak quarters. We can't
'kat against good people."
The win left Murray, led in
,rtng and rebounding by
TAriii Alexander with 19
p-ints and 13 rebounds, with
dn 11-6 record while Heath_





Alt.irrac I 4, Smart J,nes 2, Cand:i
Jade. r 8 Tan!..a Alexander 19. Jan Washer
4, Inn Moryen 0. Veber line. 10. Glen&
Fox 0, Natalie Garfield 2_ INsina Rousse 2.
Kim There 0, Lynette Th impart 0
Heath 501 -.&ecer.s 5, Gibson 19.
' Ellegred Wartarl 5. Wartrird 12
Morehead Tops Western
Gobblers Missing Chances
By The Associated Press
Virginia Tech just missed
making the nation's top 20
basketball _teams this week,
and the Gobblers then just
missed a chance to show the
voters they were wrong.
A 20-foot turnaround
baseline jumper by Darrell
Griffith gave Louisville's
third-ranked Cardinals, 22-2, a
56,54-overtime Win last-itight
over the Gobblers, who saw an
eight-game win streak end
and their record fall to 17-4 in
the Metro Conference en-
counter.





Three members of the Mur-
ray Marathoners, the local
distance running club, par-
ticipated in the Annual Mardi
Gras Marathon in New
Orleans this past Sunday.
Dr. Adam B. Lanning, III, a
professor of sociology at Mur-
ray State, and his sons ran the
grueling 26.2 course over the
longest bridge in the world,
the 24-mile Causeway across
Lake Pontchetrain.
2,300, including 250 female
runners, started the race. The
winner, Ron Tabb ran the
sixth fastest marathon ever by
an ArneriCan in a time of two
hynrasrd eleven minutes.ing's time was 3:10.06,
the second fastest career in 40
marathons. His sons, Adam
and Dean, ran the distance in
2:53 and 2:57, respectively.
Both times were personal
records for the two graduates
of Murray High School and
MitrtifitirtgIMIS-c1.191MTp1iic
The weather, although a
cool 3.5 degrees, was beneficial
to the runners, due to a tail-
wind of 10 to 15 miles per hour.
a
Glen Napier scored 18 pants
a give Morehead a 76-73 win
ver Western Kentucky In an
Ohio Valley Conferenoe game,
while Dave Tierney scored 23
points to lead Eastern Ken-
tucky to a 84-72 win over South
Carolina State in a 'non-
conference game. -
As might be expected,
Louisville Coach Denny Crum
-n4 have trouble
deciding who to choose to take
that last shot against V Pl.
"The play was just to get it
to Griff and let him do what he
could do with it," said Crtun.
"It was a tough way to lose.
We had the shot defensed as
well as we could," said Tech
Coach Charlie Moir. "Griffith
hits it. with two hands in his
face. I thought Dexter (Reid)
did a good-job on him."
. So did Griffith, who hit just
seven of 19 floor shots.
"There aren't too many
guards that can get block)
one of my jumpers. I just con-
centrated on getting good
elevation. I wasn't having
what you'd call a hot night, but,
that's basketball. You can't lef
it bother you," Griffith said.
Tech led most of the first
half but fell behind 29-27 at in-
termission on a three-point
- play by Wiley Brown with
seven seconds left.
"The last 3-4-5 minutes of
the first half, we didn't attack
the zone well. We just got too
conservative," said Moir.
After falling behind 44-38 in
the second half, Tech got,10
straight points from Dale
Solomon to forge a 48-44 lead
with 4:36 left. Moir said that
"late in the game we wanted
to go to Solomon every time.
Nobody else .was shooting
well."
Buttouisville came back to
-its' it% -ter-tiyepr-fly-ltaier--the
Burkma,n and Rodney _ Mc-
Cray, then wasted the last 2:38
for a• shot by McCray that.
missed. With the score tied in
overtime, the Cardinals
played the last 44 seconds for
the shot by Griffith that
counted.
After that, the Gobblers' Les
Henson - whose record 89-
foot, 6-inch shot had beaten
Florida State earlier this
season - put up a 40-footer at
the buzzer, but it hit the rim
inside the basket and bounced
ttfle_k_01A. _
-Mown had 15 peintN, Grit;
fith 14 and Derek Smith 12 for
the Cardinals. Solomon , 10 of





ty Baseball Association will
meet tomorrow at 5 p.m. at
Calloway County High School.
The purpose of the meeting
will be to make plans for the
organization of the 1980 sum-
mer baseball program.




In other games, Greg White
scored 20 points to lead Mar-
shall over Tennessee-
Chattanooga 67-55; Kenneth
Lyons scored 23 points as
North Texas trimmed- the
University of San Diego 83-73;
an 18-point performance by
Greg Nance led West Virginia
past Massachusetts 73-68;
DeBoyd Johnson's 20 points
paced Southeastern Louisiana
to a 62-54 triumph over
Centenary and Temple beat
Rider 80-64 11 s Jim
McLoughlin came off the
bench to score 20 points.
All, Ronald Frazier score(
17 pbints to lead Northeas
Louisiana to a 72-61 decisioi
over Houston. Baptist; Mit
chell Anderson's 32 points pat
ed Bradley over Indiana Stat •
82-60; Robert Scott's 19 point;
helped Alabama nip Georgi
66-64 in overtime; Nort
Carolina State defeated Wak
Forest 52-40 as Hawkey
Whitney contributed 16 points
Mickey „Dillard scored .
game-high 27 points as Florid.
State snapped Florida
Southern's 13-game winnin;
streak with an 85-78 victor
over the - Moccasins; Jet
Ruland had 24 points and 13 re
bounds as Iona beat St. Fran-
cis ( Pa. ) 72-62; and Dan
McLaughlin's jump shot at the
-buzzer lifted Fairleigh Dickin-
son over Manhattan 60-58.
TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) -
Taiwan will appeal an Albany,
N.Y., court's ruling that it
must change its name, jlag
and angietn to compete in the
Winter' Olympic Games at
Lake Placid, N.Y, a
spokesman for the Taiwan
Olympic Committee said
Tuesday.
The spokesman called the
ruling, in favor of ttie Interna-
tional Olympic Committee's
requirenient that Taiwan not-
compete under the name
"Republic of China," disap-
pointing. He also charged that
mialle4rmifiralaiipiteiga-
Court was influenced in its
decision by the U.S. State








Fairleigh Diclunsow 10, Manhattan 54
George Washington IS, Towson St 115
lona 72, SI Francis, Ps. a
MarStand18. Boston U. 76
Morgan St. 70, Beane St. 57
St Joseph's, Pa. 73, Delaware
Si Peter's, NJ IS. LIU 410
Siena Si. Manst 73
Temple 110. Hitler 64
Tufts 99. Brandeis 85
Wagner 94, Cathubc 15
W _ V trginia 73_ Massac husetts 61
SOUTH
Alabama 66, Georgia 64. OT,',
Alabama St 71, N Kentucky 62
E Kentuc ky 84,S Carolina Sl. 72
E. Tennessee 58, The Citadel 49
Florida Aic.M 70, Jackson St 68
Florida State 85, Florida Southern 78
G nunbling 67. Texas Southern 60
Lane College 67, Morehouse 65
Louisville 56, Virginia Tech 54, crr
Maine 77,5 Carolina A&T 76
Marshall 67, Tenn -Chattanooga 55
Norfolk Si 89, St. Paul's 81
N. Carolina 60. Georgia Tech 50
N Carolina St 52. Wake Forest 40
NE 1.outharta 72, Houston Baptist 61
N Alabanue69, Livingston 68
N Georgia 98, Berry 87
SE I muisiaria 62. Centenary 54
SW Louisiana 86, Terns-Arlington 79.
OT
Stetson 68, Samford 65
VMI 78. W Carolina 73
MIDWE31
Bradley 82, Indiana Si 60
Drake 75, Tulsa 70
Morehead St. 76W.Keniucky 73
N Illinois 65, Illinois SI 62, OT
N Michigan 65, Wu -Green Bay 64, 2
UT
NW Oklahoma 72, Bethany 65
Notre Dante 78. San Francisco 66
Okla Baptist 54, USAO 52
Oral Roberts 101, Butler 89
N Illinois 72, Creighton 71
SOUTHWEST
_Lamar 105, McNeese St. 82
Sant Houston St. 60, Angelo St 45
SW Louisiana 86, Texas-Arlington 79.
SW Texas St 85. E Texas St. 67
Texas A&1 97. Howard Payne 82, OT
FAR NEST
N Texas St 83.0 of San laego 73
Stanford 79 Washington 75.01
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MIN anti,- 32 27 3'
I Winer 21 17 .312 14
19 36 .333 b'
(141 19 44 .5.2 16'.
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-a-auk 42 MI .124 
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firtirnix 37 31 .640 4'
Nut litres 9 31 .00 14
Poetised 27 31 474 IV:
I :olden Male 17 40 -SI 24'
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KIM., IS, Iletrun III
vtda•caor 10i, Phoenix c107
Philadcridua 1116„ Los Angeles 104
Kans.. KIK 'Assluoguin 144. ri
seatt.l. Ir.:. New Jerry ICC
%Wait.. I.. Gulden Slate 90 itT
4Li, tlecelarnd 117
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Use the profit preserver...
When hog prices take a dive, your profits don't have to! You can preserve hog profits
through Heinold's Guaranteed Hog Price Program. It lets you lock in the rice for hogs
Weeks, even months ahead of marketing time. You won't have to worry about a sinking cash_
market. YOur Heinold mahager has all the details.
1950 19110











We'll save your advertising dollars
Are you still jousting with medieval selling methods?
You can add more weight to your sales campaign
and save advertising dollars by-advertising with us!
One ad will cost less and reach more people than any
other medium! Just think what a regular ad campaign
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The funeral for B. J. Hoffman,
formerly of North 17th and
Miller. Murray, will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rey. Dr.
David Roos officiating. Gus
Robertson, Jr., will be soloist
with Mrs. Oneida White as
organist.
Pallbearers will be James and
Carsey Huffman, Holmes and
Neal Muzzall, and Jac* and
Jerry Redden, all nephews.
Burial will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Hoffman, , died Satur-
day at 12:35 p.m. at the home of
his daughter, Mrs. Marvin
(Mary Virginia ) Hodges, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., with whom he
had resided since the death of his
wife, Mrs. !Alban hie Hoffman,
on (kt. 22, 1971. He retired in
1957 after 35 years service as an
electrical engineer at Murray
State University.
He is survived by his
daughter; two grandchildren,
Virginia Carol Hodges,
Hollywood, Fla., and Robert
Hoffman, Jr., Nashville, Tenn.;
three great grandchildren, Clif
McNeeley and •Jarnie -and- Rob-
bin Hoffman; three sisters, Mrs.
.Erin Redden, Old Hickory,
Tenn., and Mrs. Ruth Muzzal
and Mrs. Emmie Muzzal, Pans,




Mrs. Robbie Harrison. of 215
South 13th Street, Murray. died
-this morning at the Baptist
Memorial Hospial Coronary
Unit, Memphis, Tenn. She was
79 years of age. -
The Murray woman was a
retired school teacher having
taught in .Michiganfor 36 years.
A graduate of Murray High
School and Murray State Ccl-
lege, she was married June 16,
1926, to Carl Harrison who
preceded her in death.
Born MaY 4, 1900, at Lynn
Grove, she Was the daughter of
the late Robert and Martha
Tinsley. She was member of the
First United Methodist Church
where she had served as chair-
man of the Faith Doran Circle
and as president of the Frienda
ship Sunday School Class. Mrs.
Harrison was also a member of
the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club and of
the Clauson Chapter of the Order
of the Eastern Star at Clauson,
Pitch.
Mrs. Harrison is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Harold
( Martha I Stone, Fraser, Mich.;
one step daughter, Mrs. Robert
Sampson. Bensonville, M.; four
grandchildren; one great grand-
child.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the





Hafford Rogers of 1318 Poplar
Street, Murray, died Monday
morning at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was 75 years of
age..
The Murray man retired in
1974 after being employed as
custodian at Murray State
University for several years. He
was also a painter in the Murray
area, and was a member of the
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist. Church and the
Woodmen of the World.
Born Feb. 20, 1904, in
Calknvay County, he was the son
of the late Delmu; Rogers and
Virginia A. Howard Rogers.
• Mr. Rogers is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Nellie Suiter Rogers,
to whom he was married on Dec.
1922; two daughters, Mrs.
James (Bobbie) Charlton, Hunt-
sville, Ala., and Mrs. 0. V. (Bet-
tye) Satterfield, Fairmont, W.
Va.; four sons—Joe Rogers, War-
ren, Mich., Gene Rogers, Orlan-
do, Fla., Andy Rogers, 904 South
16th Street, Murray, and Ronnie.
Rogers, Farmington Route 1.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Quitman (Helen) Herneker,
Farmington Route 1; two
brothers, Clayton Rogers,
Dallas, Texas, and Charles
Rogers, Lodonia, Texas; 18
grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.
Funeral and burial ar-
rangements are incomplete, but
will be directed by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call after 6 p.m.
tonight (Tuesday).
Mrs. Armstrong Is
Dead At Age Of 44
Mrs. Shirley Baker Arm-
strung, daugter of Arlen Baker
of Murray,ray, died Friday night at
her home at 2= Remington
Road, Hoplcinsville. She was 44
years of age.
Officals said her death was
due to a self-inflicted gunshot
wound. Born Nov. 19, 1935, in
Trigg County, she was the
daughter uf Mr. Baker, who sur-
vives, and the fate Elsie Sholar
Baker.
She was secretary to the assis-
tant adnurustrator at Jennie
Stuart Hospital and was a
member of St. John United
Methodist Church, Hopkinsville.
Survivors include her Isis-
band, Otis Ray Armstrong; her
father, Mr. Baker; two
daughters, Mrs. Paul (Vivian)
Croft and Mrs. Terry ( Donna )
McGraw, Hopkinsville; one
sister, Mrs. Russell ( Shelva I
Burchett, Russellville.
The funeral was held today at
11 a.m. at the chapel of the
Latham Funeral Honfe, Elkton,
with the Rev. William Stratton





Mrs. Thomas (Ambit! Lula t
Forrester of 604 Boyd Street,
Paducah, sister of Raymond
Junes of Murray, died Monday
at 8:39 a.m. at the Western Bap-
tist Hospital, Paducah. She was
60 years of age.
She was a member of the
Bethel Baptist Church,
Paducah.
Survivor; include her hus-
band, and two sons, Thomas
Eugene and Glenn Edward,
Paducah; two daughters, Mrs.
Nancy- Hurst, Broolcport,
and Bonnie Victoria Forrester.
Paducah.
Also surviving are one sister,
'Mrs. Essie B. Tucker, Paducah;
two half sisters, Mrs. Mangla B.
Ferguson, St. Helen, Mich., and
Mrs. Maggie Calhoun, Paducah;
three brothers,- Raymond of
Murray and Boyd E. and Robert
Lee Jones, Paducah; half
brother, J. C. Mays, Paducah;
eight grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, with the Rev.
Tommy Wallace officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Maplelawn Cemetery.




Funeral services for Walter
Bowden of- 300 Walnut .Street,
Murray. will be held Wednesday
at 2 p.m, at the St. John's Baptist
Church with the Rev. C. E.
Timberlake officiating.
Burial will follow in the Mur-
ray City Cemetey with the ar-
rangements by the Rutledge
Funeral Home. The wake will be
held tonight (Tuesday) from 7 to
9 p.m. at St.-John's Church.
Mr. Bowden, 86, died from
smoke inhalation in a fire at his
home on Friday night, according
to Calloway County Coroner
-
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Minnie B. Drane,
Chicago, Ill.; one sister, Mrs.
I ticilIe Potter, Paris, Tenn.; one
nephew, Bulum Dumas, Toledo,
Ohio.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE:. Ky. I AP) — USDA —
F.stimatted receipts cattle and calves
1600; limited slaugbter steers and twit-
ters steady; cows steady with Monday's
Late advance; bulls steady to 1.00
higher; calves and vealers 2.00-4.00
higher; feeders 1.00-3.00 higher;
Slaughter steers a few choice WO lb
67.90; good and choice 1000-1320 lb 84.00-
65.60; good 1000-1375 lb 60.00-63.80;
Slaughter heifers a few choice 925 lb
67.20; good and choice 870-935 lb 64.60.
65.50;
Slaughter cows utibty 51.0046.00; high
dressing utility 50.50-57.50; cutter 49.00.
55.80; -canner and cutter . under 800 lb
40.00-49.00;
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1380-1730
lb 69.50-73.50; yield grade 1-2 1050-1800 lb
60.5048.50;
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
160.300 lb vealers 92.00-110.00; selected
high choice and prime 111.00-112.00;
good 84.0090.00; choice 305485 lb calves
74.0049.00;
Feeder steers medium frame 1300-400
lb 90.00-102.50; 400-500 lb 88.00.95.25,
some at 98.25; 500-600lb 82.00-93.25. a few
up to 96.50; 600-700 lb 77 00-83 75; 700.190
lb 73.00-77.25; medium frame 2360-500 lb
80.0040.00; 500490 lb 74 00-82.00; 800-825
lb 64.0074.00; large frame 2 including
holstein! 335-755 lb 84.00-74.00;
Heifers medium frame 1 300-400 lb
76 00-86.00; 400.500 lb 7400-8300, 500400
lb 72.03-78.75; 600-775 lb 69 00-76.25;
medium and large frame 2 400-700 lb
81.00-74.00;
Stock cows medium frame 1 850450 lb
5-8 'years of age 54.00-56.50; medium
Frame 2 46.0044 00;
Hogs 1000; barrows and gilts .50
higher; 1-2 710-235 lb 39.25-39 45. No. 2
220.245 lb 39.00-39.25; 245-260 lb Mt 25-
3900; 2-3, 215-300 lb 36.95-3100; sows
unevenly steady to 1.00 higher; 1-2 350-
400 lb 32.00-33.0D; 400-500 lb 3300-3700.
300400 lb 37.00-39 00. 600450 lb 3900-
40.45; 2-3 350-500 lb 25.00-3450; utility
300400 lb 20.00-25.00; boars over 300 lb
31 50-3J-50;





Final rites for Mrs. Crockett
( Bobbie Lee) Thorpe d
North Second Street, Murray,
are being held today at the Mt.
Horeb Freewill Baptist Church,
where-she was a member, with
the Rev. Richard Drew of-
ficiating. Music is by Mts. Patsy
Ray Hutchinson and Mrs. Floyd
A. Codgell.
Serving as pallbearers are
Clifford Hutchinson, Floyd A.
Codgell, Willie Harris Thorpe,
Chester Kendall, Giles Jackson,
and Golden Dillard. Burial will
follow in the Murrpy City
Cemetery with the ,ar-
rangements by the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Thorpe, 60, died Friday
at 1:10 p.m. at the Murray= -
Calloway County Hospital. She is
survived by her husband,
Crockett, and two daughters,
Jennifer- and Jennell Thorpe,
and two sisters, Mrs. Lula Mae
Cooper and Mrs. sanna
Taylor.
Vera Foy Dies At
Age Of 85; Rites
Being Held Today
Miss Vera Foy died Sunday dt
2:45 p.m. at the Haws Memorial
Nursing Home, Fulton. She was
85 years of age and a resident of
Wingo Route 2.
Born July 17, 1894, in Graves
County, she was the daughter ut
the late Sam Foy and Virginia
Carey Foy. She was a member
of the Mt. Pleaant Church if
Christ. -
She is survived by several
nieces and nephews including
James Majors of Wingo and
Mrs. Ted Howard of Murray.
Mrs. S. V. Foy of Murray is a
sister-in-law. Four brothers and
one sister preceded her in death.
The funeral is being held to-
day at 2 pm. at the chapel of the
Jackson Funeral Home,
Dukedom, Tenn., with James
Shockley officiating. Burial will
follow in the Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery.
According To Fire Reconstruction Expert
Wiring Not Responsible For Club Fire
COVINGTON, Ky. iAP) —
Fire reconstruction expert
Terry Hoyle says he "found no
indication" that altuninum
wiring was in any way respon-
sible for the May 28, 1977, fire
at the Beverly Hills Supper
Club.
Hoyle, president Of Hoyle,
Klausing and Associates of
Chicago, testified before a
federal jury Monday in regard
to his investigation of the fire,
in which 165 persons were kill-
ed and 50 injured.
He headed a team, hired by
Hog Market
i,Avralte Market News Service
ebruary 12, 1960
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
ltep,,rt Includes 6 Buying Stations
heceints Act, 809 Est 600 Barrows &
50e higher Sows steady 50e-$1.00
S 1-2 MO-23016s 138.00-$38.54)
25)0-240 lbs. $37.75-$38.25
S2-3 240-250 lbs .936.75-83775
LS2-1:910-280 lbs
L'S 1-20 270-350 Ms 532.00-933.00
S 1-3 300-151.1 lbs.  $30.00632.00
LS 1-3 450-500 lbs  832.00-35.00
t 'S 1-3 500-650 lbs. 835.00436.00
I 5 7-.1300-500 lbs 829.00-630.00
ii as 927 00-29.00
the owners of the -nightclub,
that examined the fire debris
and interviewed 25:1 patrons
and employees of the
Southgate club.
Lawyers for defendants in
the civil litigation —
aluminum, wiring and
electrical-device manufac-
turers — have been presenting
their own expert witnesses to
counter the contentiobb made
by the plaintiffs' experts.
The plaintiffs, including
those injured and the families
Qr. persons killed in the fire,
allege that the blaze was the
result of faulty old-style
aluminum wiring. They also
charge the industry conspired
to cover up these faults. --
Hoyle said he found no
aluminum branch circuit wir-
ing in the receptionist's cub-
byhole outside the Zebra
Room, where attorneys for the
plaintiffs contend the fire
started.
He also testified that burn-
ing tar paper caused the thick
black smoke that spread
through the nightclub. The tar
paper had been placed on the
top of much of the club before
a second story was added, and
was still in place at the time of
the fire, he said.
The smoke overcame the
filters and was distributed
throughout the club, he added.
In addition to their disagree-
ment over the cause of the
fire, experts for the two sides
dispute. where the fire began.
Hoyle said that in his view,
the most probable causes of
the fire were a wall outlet on
the north wall of the alcove
area or the pump cord which
came from outside the Zebra
Room.
Roger Landers, an elec-
trical engineer and fire expert
from Marietta, Ga., also
testified that the fire did not
start in.the cubbyhole area.
He noted that the pump cir-
cuit to an ornamental fountain
was interrupted long before
the fire started, and y et [hr
receptionist's light in the cub-
byhole continued to operate
The trial began Dec. 3 al
US. District Court, with ta.
recesses. it is expected to Last
another two weeks. • .
Stock Market
WrS stua • •.'cres
ncon. EST, todey , fur, sned tte•
re I edy,er & lune. b, Virsi o•
M, I;urp 111 14 y EV
follows
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Chrysler 8'. • -
F'ord Motor 12, IJI
G.A.F. ... 10' n•
General Care.
General Dynamics  74'
General Motors , 53-
General Tire • 
Goodrich  20•















Twin, Full, Queen, Each Pc.
Full size features 312 coils, 13 gauge bonnell in-
nerspring with 3/8" polyfoam topper; 63 coil, 101/2 gauge









OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT hurmen
•
MURRAY, Ky.





FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1980
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars gay, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)4Ir
Little things related to work
could get to you. Protect
health and nerves. Both
friends and advisers are
helpful. Seek assistance.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) diA-1,
Don't be led into an
argument. Someone takes
pride in their wise-cracking





May 21 to June 20),nor
Use tact in dealing with
higher-ups. You may overlook




tJune 21 to July 22
Someone's sarcasm could
set you off. Watch disputes.
Not a time to sign papers.
Judgment could be faulty.
Don't skim surfaces.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 2214/2fg
Problems possible in
connection with joint finances.
Don't underestimate costs re a
work project. Avoid disputes
about bills.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) irC.‘i
If criticized you're liable to

























































































46 Fold 56 Siberian rive
48 Courtyard 57 Footlike part
49 Ship deck 59 Mans nick -
51 One opposed name .
54 Girls name 62 Printers
55 Food pro- measure
gram 64 Preposition
1 ill.
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a , 62 la 64II
a IIII a al.
needn't become an issue.
Don't waste leisure time
goofing off.
LIBRA
t Sept. 23:to Oct. 22)
Something said at work may
irk you. Be mindful of
domestic security and safety.
4 Doublecheck locks and
windows. Invite others over.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MI*
If a friend fails to keep his
word, no doubt you'll be




 (Nov. 22 to Dee. 21) 3941#







(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Trust your own intuition
rather than the advice of
others. Care required in
travel. Watch out for mixups
re appointments.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) -
Your early morning sleep
may be disturbed and you
could wake up cranky. A day
when you • accomplish more
from behind-the-scenes.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 XC.
A partner or close ally may
be edgy. 'Work efforts
requiring cooperation difficult
to launch. Heed a friend's
suggestion.




these qualities. It is. important
that you like your work for you
to succeed. Otherwise,
restlessness takes hold . and
you seek escape from duty.
Often, you are found in
businesses allied to the arts,
such as interior design,
antiques, and theatrical
production. You are attracted
to unusual occupations. TV,
psychology, music, civil
service, engineering, writing,
and medicine are sotne of the
fields in which you'll find
you?self.. Birthdate of
Talleyrand. French diplomat;
Carol Lynley, actress; and
Bess Truman, first lady.
By Abigail Van Buren
Test Positive,
She's Negative
DEAR ABBY: lam a 21 year-old woman who recently was
hired for a civil service job at a local Air Force base. They
gave me a physical, and a few daN later I received a call
from the medical center asking me to come back since they
had something to talk to me about. I went, and was shocked
when a nurse told the that my test foe syphilis had come
back positive!
I immediately called my boyfriend it'll call him J.) with
whom I had been living for nine months. and it really shook
him up. I was a virgin when I met J. and have been 100 per-
cent faithful to him, so I figured I must have gotten it from
him. He swore he had not been with anyone since we starter]
living together, so if he had syphilis, he must have gotten it
before he met me. I believe him, hut was very upset anyway.
J. took a blood test. and I took another one just to be sure.
J.'s came back negative and mine was positive! We couldn't
believe it. so we went to another lab and took the tests over
again. Mine was positive again and J.'s was negative. We
talked to the ,head doctor and he said there are only two
ways to get_syphilis; one is through birth, and the other is by
having sexual intercourse with someone who has it. Abby, if
I had had it since birth it would ha% e shown up before. this.
.and I swear to God I was a virgin when! met J. and! haven't
even kissed another man since. How can this be?
If I do have syphilis, how come I didn't give it to J.? We've
been sleeping together for nine months. Now he's beginning
to doubt that I was.really a virgin w hen we met. The doctor
thinks I'm lying too. Nobody behey es me, Abby. Please tell
me what to do.
ALL TORN UP
DEAR TORN: I believe you. It is entirely possible that
you do not have syphilis, but that other factors are causing
your tests to show a false positiy c reaction. Your experience
is not unique. Don't panic.
Call your City Department of Public Health and ask them
to recommend a physician Imost probably • dermotologistl
who specializes in veneral diseases. You will be given tests
to rule out the false diagnosis of syphilis. .and all those
doubts will be laid to rest.
DEAR ABBY: The item about w:dows who bragged about
their deceased husbands reminded me of the minister who
annotinced to his congregation- ' If anyone out there is
perfect, please stand up." 
s
One' gentlefnan sr-a:Mt-up. The mmister asked, "Are you
Aperfect?" . • s
"No, sir."- the geatleman replied. "I'M standing for my
wife's first husband."
' JACKSONVILLE READER
DEAR ABBY: When a person turns his empty.wine glass
upside_clown at the table, it does, nut mean he doesn't want
any wine. It's and old Australian soldiers' custom which
means, " I can lick any man in the house!"
I learned this the hard way. If you print this, omit my
name.
i••m a retired sergeant, living in San Diego..now. and I
don't ivant all my old Army cronies writing to Me.
NAME WITHHELD
Are there questions you cant ask yoiir parents about sex.
love, drugs? Get Abby's new booklet, "What Teenagers
Ought to Know." Send $2 and a long, stamped 128 cents) self-
addressed envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly. ,
Hills, Calif. 90212.
PEANUTS
I ASKED CHUCK TO








600P FOR YOU 5IR
tM SURE CHUCK WILL













HIM HOW MUCH FUN
LfOU ARE, TOO, SIR
2-tz
71-1I5 15 ONE JOB
I'm REALLY PROUD OF
0182igr"










YOU HAVE TO BE A LOT OF
FUN MARCIE WHEN ‘rOU
HAVE A B16 NOSE!
4')
THAT'S BECAUSE YOU
GET_TO PO THE RARING
AND I HAVE TO -
PO THE GOING
OUR BEDROOM CLOCK 15 IN
ALL PIXED AN! WORKiNG




















































Associated Press Writer 31
CHICAGO 4AP1 - Soviet 32
ballet dancer Alexander . 3334
Godunov made his first 35
American stage ' appearance 36
Monday night since he bolted . 32
from the Bolshoi Ballet in New 3839
York six months ago. 40
Godunov danced with the 41
American Ballet Theater's  42
40th anniversary gala at the 4344 
Chicago Civic Opera .House. 
.
45
Qat. Herridta;:e the pas de deux 46
from Leon - Minkus' "Don 47 .04
Natalia Their Per- si•
5: :3"1







several times by applause and
was given a two-minute ova-
tion by the crowd of 3,000.
Godunov left the Bolshoi for
political asylum in the U.S.
last August, but his wife,
Bolshoi ballerina Ludmilla
Vlasova, returned to the
Soviet Union after three days
of discussions with American
officials at New York's Ken-
nedy International Airport.
Godunov then signed to ap-
pear with the American Ballet
Theater, but walked into an
labor lockout at Ballet
Theater last fall. He bowed out
of his contract because some
dancers resented his reported
six-figure salary.
He finally performed for the
first time in months when he
appeared in January with the
Wes1 Berlin Opera Ballet.
He last danced in Chicago
five years ago when he ap-
peared with a small BoLshoi
'company.
Godunov is also scheduled to
dance with the American
B*t Theater in Los Angeles
an&San Francisco.
Oregon's annual filbert crop
tips the scales at 13,000 tons
and provides 97 pgrcent of the
nation's year-round supply.
The $14 million annual crop is
tparketed both internationally
and domestically. In • 1978,
Germany alone purchased














on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 7 5 3-
1916 anc-1 753 1917
Free Store 759-4600
Come see the booutifel gifts
at the Bridal foie, Feb. 2411i,
Holiday Inn I 0010 5:00.
CARTER STUDIO
304 Moan 753 $208
5. Lost and Found
JA male Walker Coon hound
ti vicinity of Ledbetter Road
• No collar Call 753-8221
Lost Red and white face bull
weighing about 500 lbs M
Wilkerson 489-2297
--wettif1-1-4-lady24-th
car who picked up the black
Lab puppy on Sycamore last
Thursday please call 753-1294
6. Help Wanted
10.3 part flings vsitti
'he Senior Citizens one a! the
.Hatel Center one at Murray
Mut be over55 andlow in-all 92
Wanted- immediately RN or
LPN for 11 to 1 shift excellent
salary with obit! difterentials
Insure plan with PCS drug
ai vacar.t•o .and holidays





position paying 54,00 to 54 50
per hour Will work substitute
or 57as3 5n5additional help for any
length of timet Call 7-53 5184
Will keep Otldren in my home
during the day. Monday
through Friday Aurora corn
munity 414-2253
Weekends and weekdays
babysitting done 753 5152 A
10. Bus. Opportunity
Marketing business part time
full time products new to area
Call 753 5906 tter 5 pm
Monday through HMV




Call 7 53-683 7.
Buying silver dollars gold cop
per jewelry and sterling silver
Solos Market Highway 69N
Cottage Grove TN 1-901-/82
3116
Martin guitar any type any
shape.. Call 753 1551
Wanted to buy a used I_ ouch in
41.4





wool foe ,nny house full of
furniture. cors ontiques,
business overflows etc









lac check thd first in
sertion 0! ads for cotter
lions This newspaper .wil•
j3e responsible for
one. incorrect inser "
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED RAW DIA*T1
LY SO, PLEASE.CHLC1"
Y011lf iLkO tAlit MITT-ANC
NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN
CASE OF AN ERROR
Want to buy 350 Pontiac
engine Call Dave at 753-0803
15. Articles Tor- Sale --
Clearance sale' Fireplace
enclosures with glass doors and
wire mesh draw screens, all
sizes and finishes, while they
last $34 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
48 Cubic foot beverage mer
chandiser cooler, 2 sliding
glass doors. top mounted
refrigeration unit 753-3391
16. Home Furnishings
Coffee table, end table, 4
lamps, bedspread king size.
drapes. 2 sets for single win-
dows, 753-5395 after 5 Pm
For sate Sterling silver flatware
by Gorham Odd_pieces never
used Make an offer 153-9831
16. Home Furnishings
five pace yellow with white
vinyl cushion bamboo den set__
$200. brown vinyl recliner.
$25 753-6052 or 153-0814
Portable Hoover washer and
dryer in good condition $175
Phone /53-1919 ask for Deb-
bie or 436 2742 after 6 pm
Two 'net& luting room suite
gold brown, and beige Also
and avacado green couch Both
are long and like new with
reversible cushions Phone
753 4820 after 4 pm --
Wurlitter studio piano like
new 2 years old. $1250 two
black simulated leather
wingbacly chairs. $40 and $60
good condition Call 7534827
19. Farm Equipment
For sale 550 gallon sled tank
good condition Call after 5
pm 436-2803 "
20. Sports Equipment
Boy s Spider bike for sale $30
Call 753-8200 Can be seen at
111B Holiday Drive .
Boys ten speed bike. 2 years
old AMF red Call 753-0942
22. Musical
HAMMOND ORGAN Excellent
condition Worth $600. will
take best offer Need to sell'
Call 753 0243 
Must sell organ. less than 1
year ,ol-cl balance due can be
financed waranted 7-53-7575- -
Wanted responsible party to
take up payments on like new
)p,net piano 753 7575






7 ft x 12 ft fiberglass garage
door Call 753-6202
Country hams and wheat straw
Call 489-2630 -- •
Cut logs, some white oaks, for
sale 436-5482
Extra nice wheel chair., like
new Call 753-0834 after 6 pm.
Firewood for sale $25 rick
delivered 18 or 24 inches Oak
and Hickory 489-2321
Ladies halt and fourth carat
diamond cluster rings for sale
345-2664 
_ ,




Wanted responsible party -to
Lake small monthly payment on
25 color t v new warranty
Clayton si & B Music 753-
15.a 
Stereo components in excellent
condition smaller Advent .
speakers, Pioneer turn table.
Nikko STA 6060 receiver $500
/591/18
27. Mobile Home Safes
Challanger 14x44 molvis
home vacant 15 months M.
one owner Underpinned air_ . . _ .
I • v . ,ii o'•
and steps store and
rehatrator located in Fox
Meows Call David Lyons
753 €4351- or Ruth ford.-442.-
3541 or 554 4133 Paducah
Double wifOon two acres land.
$18,000 Owner will finance.
Small down payment Call 489-
2248 after. 5 pm
- - - - -
Extra nice 1971 Wino mobile
home. 12x60. 2 bedrooms;
large living room witb
fireplace recently qmodeled:
354-8021
121(66 Norris mobile home id(
sale Call 153-2617 days 753-
8553 nights ask for Jerry
Turner .
28. Mob. Home Renti-_
For rent 2 bedroom trailer.
nice No pets Shady Oaks
Trailer Court 489-2611
NOTICE
ARE YOU OUT OF' WORK WITH NO SKILLS TO
GET A JOB? 'YOU CAN TURN THINGS AROUND.
Applications for the highly successful Training
and Technology program are now being taken at the
Calloway Co. Court House, Murray, Ky. You will be
trained by Union Carbide personnel in machiaSpg,
mechanical operitions, physical testing,-'or
welding. You may receive $3.10 per hour plus other
allovonces. The 40 hours per week training pro-
gram in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, will begin scion.
You must be economically disadvantaged, have
no marketable skills, and have some type of farm
income. Part-time yvor.bers rid* qualify..
"" -Call Rozann Martin, Field Representative for
Tennessee Opportunity Program-753-079R fitOnday
through Wednesday or 444-6111 for information.
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IIITIE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
28. Mob. Home Rents
Small attractive 2 bedroom
mobile home in Murray, ideal
for single girl $110 deposit
$110 per month 753-9829.
Two bedroom water fuoushed
$50 deposit. $85 a monthf
Highway 121 South Call 153-
5405
1260 Two bedroom. furnish-
ed. electric heat, one fourth
mile west of Alma Heights,
$135 per month, plus deposit
Call 753-4661 
25Treating-Cooling 
Four stack 4.000 watt portible
electric heaters, $36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Bustriess-lren 
329 North 4th Street. 3 bays.
with air compressor -and auto
hoist Gas heat Phone 753-
/972 
32.  Apts. For Rent
Apartments Iv rent, call Em-
bassey Apartments. 753-4331
Extra large second floor 2
bedroom apartment. stove,
refrigerator, and all utilties fur-
nished Deposit required. No
pets Also a 2 bedroom duplex,
stove, refrigerator, and water
furnished. Deposit required. No
pets Call 753-6202.
fornished--apartment--$115 per-
month plus deposit Call 753-
3411 between 11 am and 3 pm
or come by 1607 farmer Ave
Furnished one bedroom apart-
ment near downtown Murray
Call 753-4109 
Furnished one bedroom apart-
ment Zimmerman krartmepts,
South 16th, 753-6609
32. Apts. For Rent
Two bedroom furnished apart-
ment, newly decorated, electric
stove, refrigerator, and au con-
ditioner. Water, sewer, sanita-
tion haul-off furnished
Available immediately. Ronald
W Churchill. 753-2736. 
34. Houses For Rent 
For rent 2 bedroom house near
University. Call 492-8225. 
For rent 3 bedroom brick
house. Call 75T-4566 or 753:
,8164 ask for Robert Wiggins. 
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky fake. Completely fur-
nished, washer and dryer in-
cluded. Deposit required. Call
after 5 pm, 753-8964.
For rent four room apartment. -
5Q5 Vine. unfurnished. Call
after 2 pin. 7514645.
For rent One bedroom furnish-
ed apartment Apply at 1414
Vine Street after 4 pni.
New duplex apartment. All ap-
pliances, Central vacuum
system, electric heat and air,
carpeting. /53-2437 or 753-
1476..
New duplex. 2 bedroom apart-
ment. 753-7853. 
One bedroom garden apart-
ment. range and refrigerator.
Call 753-7550. 
Single girl wishes to find a,
responsible single girl to .share
rent of attractive 2 bedroom
apartment, References re-
quired. No pets. Call 753-9829.
Two bedroom apartment, mar-
ried couple only, stove and
refrigerator -furnished.
carpeted, central gas and air.
Deposit and references re-
(wired. No pets. $200 per mon-
th. /53-2835 






2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.






43. Real Estate 
Call Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors about our VIP Reterral
Service._ because changing
homes is enough trauma by
itself In a word it's callect. ad- '
iustment. Moving from home to
home and neighborhood to
nieghborhood
After we sell your home, we
pride ourselves on knowing the
neighborhood that awaits you
elsewhere. The schools, parks,
shopping facilities. Now for the
ingenious part. VIP Referral
may also find a buyer for your
present home from another ci-
ty. then help that family adjust
to your neighborhood. Sound .
familiar? It's the same thing
we do for you sOmeplace else.
Call 753.1492 for helpful infor-
mation on this service.











Good Timothy hay for




sale. We have listed a desirable
-5532 waterfront lot on a protected
cove near Hamlin. KY. The lot
is a development of nice per-
manent and vacation homes.
PoP---The-wocrclect budding-site offers
pies. pets or show, good
lemperments. shots and worm-
ed. 753-9390. 
AKCoioy Poodle puppies. Call
753-7851.
Basic and Advanced dog obe-
dience classes and private in-
structions. Also tracking and
protection training. All breeds




for sale, $50 each Call 492-
8851 
4T. Real Estate
Owner 'must Ieave town! Health
reasons. 13' acres of good
farmland, nice 3 bedroom
home with lots of out
buildings, close to town on. ma-
ior-highway. Priced for quick
sale. Call James Green at
Spann Realty AsSociates, 753-
7724
a fine view of the lake. The pro-
perty is reasonably priced at
only $11.500. Call John C.
Neubauer Real Estate, 1111









Ph 19011479 3936 or 479 3713
Sok.nh Puna, Iwo
I I
Cramped in the city? Make your
move to the quietness of coun-
try living in this modern. two-
story Colonial. situated on 5
beautiful acres with numerous
shade trees. The 3,000 sq. ft.
home has. room for formal
-entertaining-as well- as a _casual
evening by the fireplice...And
don't forget the patio and deck
for jhose outdoor spring gather-
ings. Central heat and air, full
equipped kitchen, 2'7
bath.,.There is no end to the
good things about thit.home,
Just southwest of Murray. Call








District. 3 Bedroom, 2
bath brick home with
fireplace, located on
Ford Rd. Can sell
house and 531/2 acres
or house and 10 acres!
-Financing available to
qualified buyer Or will
consider trade for
house in city. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-




3 bedroom brick home




situated on loviely tree-
shaded lot plus extra
lot with garden spot,




this for an attractive
price of $46,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-




as a beautilul method of sav'
A SINGLE GIRL TALKS
ABOUT HOME BUYING
"I'm single put my Gaiter ,
of Homes broker convin,
me that I shouldn't put of
buying a home
"It was right here in this
Gallery of Homes office
that I first saw my house
My first. My Gallery broker
explained how buying this
particular home could be .1
form df savIngs for me
Goodness knows I need
that'
"Then my broker helped
me all along the way-she
helped right up to my
moving io and beyond I
lust couldn't-have been
_more pleased!'
For nearly 30 years,
Gallery of Homes has been









sir North terns. Irom lesion ret Pao,
Phone '53r411 Around the Clog 6
a.
An oehenwhomelAnne,ont
R. al IONe e••••••• •




Three bedroom, two bath home
on 3 ages in country. Just a
short distance from town.
Features plush carpeting
throughout, all appliances in
kitthes as wens washer and
dryer, central heat and air. You
can't find a comparable home
priced in the $30's. Cali Spann
Realty Associates. 753-7724. 
We're sold on your house
before we sell it.. Our theory is
simple. We take the time to
know your house, price it cor-
rectly. and discover it's distinc-
tive features. Because we're
sold on it, it's much easier to
find the right buyers and close
.the sale. Then weeyen. save you
time after the sale by helping
with time-consuming paper-
work. It's all a matter of spen-
ding our tone wisely so it
doesn't waste yours. This is just
. another reason you should call
Century 21 -Loretta Jobs
Realtors today at 753-1492.





Prof essrona I Services
,With Tto Friend! Touell"
641N.
Located about 51/2
miles from Murray on





port. Move into this
spotlessly clean home
and enjoy good coun-





new 2 bedroom cabin




















46. Homes For Sale
House tor sale by uwaer 106 S
13th St Call 153-0305.. 
47. Motorcycles 
Honda ATC-90 Call 435-4472 
1979 Yamaha 400 Special ex-
tellent condition low mileage
loaded with.extras Call after 5
pm 759-1883 
48. Auto. Services
Four white spoke wheels, 9.75
x 16.5. 759-1330. 
Mud tires. H-18x-15. 750x16
studded. 1100x20,t 759x17
mounted 800x16.5, 950x 16.5.
750x19.5, some wheels. 759-
1139:
we forget to =mum aumum
43. Real Estate 
Look us over beture you look
around...When you re ready to
buy a home, you need a lot of
questions answered Like what
kind of financing is best?
Where are the schools? Shopp-
ing Centers? What about the
paperwork that's usually involv-
ed? Get the jump on these and
other questions by calling Cen-
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
at 753-1492. We have lust this
kind of information that makes
your house hunting easier.
EXCELLENT
LOCATION
Is what we have in this
4-bay shop located
North in Stadium View
SubdiViSion. Approx-
imately- 1600 • sq. -ft.
with equipped office,
two restrooms, paint
room, and lots of
equipment to remain
with sale. Located on
large foL.Call today
and put in your oifer at
Kopperud Realty, 753-






bedroom, 2 bath brick
home with central gas
heat. Insulation at R-




room on South side in-
to a patio. Large eat-in
kitchen and attractive
decor throughout.




ty, 753-1222, or stop by
our conveniently
located office at 711
Main
45:Farms For Sale
34 acre farm for sale, 20 acres
tillable. Has tobacco base, lots
of highway frontage, located on
Gob o Road in Graves County.
Call -1-2+11361 or 1-2477
4635. -
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home on Sherry Lane. natural













A great gift for either sex!
Tr, handuene pendant well ea Shard/
Mato anti ,ea+ ( menUover dollar m lust
try nght complement to a tasual out-
le As a bonus can only Increase In
value the 1009e, you The
HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR&
Pelt up a punch we at ors dere.
2. Celled ow wadi ler ewe 110 pat-
don al our afore. (2 kw each SU. de)
3 Mon you hnesoNaded 18 15
pinthes, nelson yuearlIfor a- -







START 'OUR 'PUNCH CARD NOW!









7 5 3 1489
4
MKREUN MERLIN
Truckload tire sale! Truck tires
highway tread. 700x15". 6 ply,
$31.84 plus $2.96 FET:
H78x15", 6 ply, $36.54 plus
$3.49 FET; 750x16-, 13 ply,
$43.68 plus $3.80 .FET. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
Traasmission fits_ diesel  5,
speed, also 2-speed electric
rear end. Spoke hubs. Other
parts. 759-1739.
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
snow tires with studs, mounted
on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet
Camaro, 1968-69 Chevrolet.
Size G 1,8x14. $90. Call 753-
2796. 
49. Used Cars 
1914 Cutlass Salon, whiteiwith
red interior, extra sharp.
S19951 753-8635. 
1970 Chevrolet, 2-door bard-
top, exceptionally nice,
mechanically -sound, . $650.
1803 College rarm Road. 
1979. Ditsun 280ZX, 5-speed,
air, bought nevi. Call 753-7284
after 6 pm.
49. Used Cars
1976 -Datsun F:10 Hatchback
excellent condition, Michilin
radial tires, 32.000 miles, 5-
speed, over 30 mpg. $3000
Call 753-1913 
1971 Lincoln Continental Mark
III Loaded with equipment
new tires, in good condition
Call 1-354-6217 after 4 pm
1974 2607 Datsun, an wheels
and sun roof Extra clean
$3600 753-8635 
50. Used Trucks
1978 14 ton. 4-wheel drive
pickup. Call 759-4619. 
1972 Chevrolet pickup truck.
Also a camper topper for long
wheel base truck. 437-4846. 
1970 F-250 Ford pickup truck.
$600. Call 753-4652 between
8 and 4:30. 
For sale: 1970 model Chevrolet.
767-2411. 
1974 Ford Custom, 302 V8,
straight shift. 753-0123 ask for
Michael.
1973 International Travelall
truck. model 1010. 8 cylinder.
automatic transmission, air
conditioned, radio, heater.
power, clean. Anxious to sell,
$1195. Call 153-8050 or 153-
6500. 
51. Campers 
---Tatz advantage of mid -winter
prices now and be ready for
spring camping. One. -1978
250 Ford Ranger XLT camper
special for sale. Full line parts
and accessories, hitches in-
stalled. White's Camper Sales,
East 94 highway. 753-0605.
1918 98 OldsRegency, loaded,
22,000 miles. See Brandon Dill
or call 753-1551. 
1915 -VW Rabbit, excellent
mechanical condition. Approx-
imately 35 mpg. Call 436-
2862. 
1914 Vega GT Hatchback for.
parts. Make offer. Call 759-
1437. •
53. Services Offered 
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements, driveways,
walks. patios.. steps... free
estimates. 753-5476. • 
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565. 
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates, prompt and efficient ser-
vice. Custom Carpet Care. -489-
2774.
Carpentery. Quality workman-









53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel- Licensed electrician, prompt
ing and maintenance. efficient servic.e. Call Ernest
References. Guaranteed work White. 753-0605
Free estimates Call 753-8948 Mobile home tnchois and
or 753-2501 after 5 pm. underpinning aluminum ur
Carpet cleaning, free fiberglass Also patio awnings
estimates, satisfied references. and carports single or double
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- Jack Glover 753-18r3 after e
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning. pm.
753-5827. Ornamental and wrought iron
Discover the New World of Old pests and railings Patio and
World products. Complete line lawn furniture Call 0 T Sta
of products for the home, car, for free estimates 753 5425
and business. Wishy Washy after 3 pm
Cleaners, Bel-Air Shopping Snow removal from drivewai
Center, 759-4132.  parking lots, etc Also tract,'r
Electrical or plumbing repairs, work breaking diskin.g
by the job, by the hour. Well bushhogging. blade work Cali
pumps repaired. 474-2257. 
pm 
56753./400 from8 til 5 after 5
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per Tree trimming and removing
your specifications. Call Sears Also - light hauling free
753-2310 for free estimates.
Home remodeling and repairs.
quality work at lowest rate in
town. Nichols & Penny General
Construction, 759-4132 or 753-
4109. 
'Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and Will do plumbing and heatng
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753- repairs and remodeling around
2310. for freeestimates. the home. Call 753-2211.. or. 
753-9600.
estimates 753-5476 
Will -haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white pea gravei
Also do backhoe work Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763
Income tax service. We search
for every legal deduction and Wet basement? We make wet
credit due. John Pasco, 1653 basements dry. work complete
Calloway Avenue, open from 9 ly guarenteed. Call or write _
am til-- 51pm. Call- 753-57-91. Morgan Construction Co
Available for special appoint-
ments.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
We make house calls.




Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah
KY 42001, Of call day or night
1-442-7026. 
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup, will also do odd
jobs, large or small. Call 753-
5857. 
55. Feed And Seed 
Hay for sale. bail 753-4755
after 'S pm.
Timothy .and fescue_ hay .for -
sale. 759-1330: -
1 Fall House ClaaningWalls, windows, floors .and carpets, gutters. Freeestimates. Insured and experienced. Call day- ornight: . _ .759-1176
IPIP- 
NORIIIIICKLE SASSER SHOP
200 Wot Str••• -
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
IF« Ilespetal 1 Nam Calls phase cell 713-3443 we Orr I. seven. - Iletery P•11.1k
Service
Make Money By Saving!
-1. How can you make money?
ANS: You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneecked items that are gathering
dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
ANS: You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified ad
department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February' to sell all those items you
have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
ANS: You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the Classified
Pages of The Ledger & Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified ad will
run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth day.
Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular customer
of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will automatically
receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
ANN : he stiTe ts tiperto everyoffe! - -
The Sale is open to everyone for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
v No rebate wili be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















5. What do you gain from this sale?
ANS: YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your buiiness advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read section
of Ulf newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount of advertisini,
you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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The News  In Brief
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL
LAKE PLACID. N.Y. (AP)
7 As Olympics officials
drafted a rejection of Presi-
dent Carter's proposal that the
summer's Moscow Games be
moved or canceled, an ap-
peals court upheld olympic
rules that Taiwan athletes
may not use the flag or an-
them of the Republic of China
in Olympics competition. On
Monday, the Appellate Divi-
sion of New York Supreme
Court overturned last week's
decision by state Supreme
Court Justice Norman L.
Harvey, who ruled that the In-
ternational Olympics Commit-
tee discriminated againS_____
Taiwanese athlete Liang Ren-
Guey because rules specified
the type of flag and name
under which his team musk
compete but did not contain
similar strictures for any
other team.
NEW YORK (AP) — Work
permit's, travel visas, even
coveted "green cards" are
available to foreigners seek-
ing to smooth their way into
the United States through
unscrupulous Immigration
and Naturalization Service
-agents — if the pride is right, a
convicted briber asserts on
secretly recorded FBI tapes.
The Undercover recardMgs--- NARROWS, Ky AP i —
were made last year during a Funeral services have been
continuing federal investiga- held for two Ohio County
brothers — 9-year-old Carl
Embry who died in a house
fire, and 17-year-old Charles








-Land Between the Lakes, Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, will
be presented tonight (Tues-
day) at 7 p.m. in Room 423,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
This special program will be
sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Education,'
Department of Instruction and
Learning and Land Between
the Lakes. .
There is no admission 'and
the public is invited, D.
Paterson said. •
Mrs. Embl and her three
other children survived the
Saturday morning fire, which
fire chief Claude Tucker said
probably - started in • the
chinuter The services were
conducted here Monday. -
, "Our mom. smelled smoke
and woke us all up," said
Donald Embry, who managed
to escape. "She realized my
youngesf,brother wasn't with
us and wanted to go back in
and get him. -
"But my other brother push-
ed her back and said he would
go. He ran' heard him
say, 'Come On Carl,' and that's
tioti that, sources said, has
spread to INS offices in
Newark. N.J., Miami and 12
countries.
MIDDIETOWN, Pa. (AP)
— Radioactive water from a
leaky switch in the Three Mile
Island reactor cooling sysiem
released a tiny amount of
krypton gas into the at-
mosphere, but it posed no
public danger, officials said. It
was the first release of radia-
tion from the crippled plant
since it was shut down last
year after the worst accident
in the history of conunercial
nuclear power.
WASHINGTON .
WASHINGTON i AP) — The
Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan is producing
fresh strains in the Atlantic
alliance as some Western
European nations show a
reluctance to rally behind the
Carter administration's get'.
tough stance toward-- the
Kremlin. France contends the
Soviet action, however
deplorable, need not lead to a
resumption of the Cold Wat
and other nations agree.
WASHINGTON (AP) --
Aides to Sen. Edward It Moo-
nedy say"their candidate has
new momentum in his
presidential campaign
although he is a two-time loser
to President Carter in caucus
contests. But they also con-
cede Kennedy faces the pro-
spect of yet another defeat
when the votes are counted in




tAP — Iran's President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr offered
to free the American hostages
if the United States admits its
-crimes" in Iran since it
helped Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi regain his throne in
1953. But the State Depart-
ment said there will be no pro-




Who Died In House Fire
the last we heard."
Tucker said Charles Embry
never succeeded in reaching
his brother. -When we found
them, it looked like the two
never got together," he said.
One victim was found on the
east side of the chimney, and
the other on the south side, he
Deputy -Coroner Dudley
Hart said the brothenOied of
smoke inhalation. •
•
Ed Harrison, the Embrys'
neighbor; said he was awaken
ed at abotit 2 a.m. by the sound
of two of the Embry children
pounding on his door.
"They were kind of panicky,
.and said their house was on
fire, and they needed help,"
Harrison said.
"But by the time I got there
the house was full of flames.
There was nothing to do." .
-
FBLA WEEK — Mayor Melvin B. Henley signs a proclamation declaring the week of Feb.
10-16 as FuTure Business Leader, Of America Week in Murray as Jamie Barnett, Tamra
Cunningham and Sherri Roberson look on. The three girls are members of the FBLA week
committee.
Aides Report Kennedy Has




Aides to Sen. Edward M. Ken-
nedy say their candidate has
new momentum in his' Carter a 2-1 leader in the state,
presidential campaign the aide said, "I don't kpow if
although he is-a-two-timeloser you eart-ttim-that a- -I4-
'toNpresident Carter in caucus da
contests.
But they also concede Ken-
nedy faces the prospect of yet
another defeat,when the votes
are counted in We weeks in
Feb. 26, one Kennedy aide said
Monday. "It's going to be dif-
ficult."
Partiting to one public opt-
nion survey that showed
But the aide, who asked not
to be named, said Kennedy
was in a good mood despite his
weekend defeat in Maine's
caucuses, and added that his
New Hampshire, site, of the prospects 'in nearby New
first state presidential Hampshire were -much bet-
primary. N ter than before."
After taking a day off in
Washington, Kennedy arrang-N't(
.
ennedy lost the Iowa
ed to resume camigning to- 
to Carter last month
day in his home state of -/'\argth of 271;- and the
Massachusetts. His schedule
senator's aides said the nar-
the rest the week was book- 
ro% er defeat.., .in Maine
ed solid in New Hampshire. 
amounted to a A/lett:my.. • .•
President Carter, mean- -I think this is going to give
while: is sticking to his deci-• us some momentum in New
sion not to campaign at least Hampshire," said campaign
until-there is a break in Iran, spokeswoman Martha Angle.
where some 50 Americans are • 'We're the underdog there,
in their 101st day of confine- obviously." Kennedy himself
meat at the US. Embassy. said the Maine results were
"No doubt it's an uphill "good news," even though
fight," in New Hampshire, Carter defeated him' 45 per-
where the primary will be held cent to 39 percent.- California
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
had 14 percent.
But Carter, echoing Ken-
nedY , also called the Maine
results "very good."
Kennedy and his aides said




press secretary Jody Powell,
citing the crises in Iran and
Afghanistan, said, "I can't im-
agine that the president would
even consider a recommenda-
tion that he change his posture
• right now" and begin Cam-
paigning.
Morris Dees, Kennedy's
chief fund-raiser, said the
Maine caucuses would make
his job easier "because the
s president got less than half the
votes."
However, Powell said the
president would have done
en better had he campaign-
ed in. person. And he said of
Kennedy . second-place show-
ing: "It's New England. It's
his back yard.'",1-le questioned
whether KennedyNcould win
"if he can't win here"
Rev. Paul Blankenship
To Be Instructor For
'Life Of Christ' Course
The Rev. Dr. Paul Blanken-
ship, pastor of the South Plea-
sant Grove United Methodist
Church, will be the instructor
for "The Life of Christ"
course to be offered this spr-
ing in the Special Interest
Courses series at Murray
StateUniversity.
Sponsored by the Murray-
Calloway County Ministerial
Association in cooperation
with MSU, this course will
focus on the meaning of Jesus'
life and message 'for today, a
spokesman said.
Dr. Blankenship received
his doctorate of philosophy
from Northwestern University
and prior to coming to Murray
was professor of religion at
Lambuth College, Jackson,
Tenn., for 13 years.
The basic text for the course
will be the gospels of Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John in the
Holy Bible; and written
sources Outside the New ,
TeS.Latnent elln cen7
sidered, the teacher said.
Meeting in Room 107 of
Faculty Hall, the course will
be offered the evenings of Feb. -
21, March 6, and March 24
from 7 to 9 p.m. with the
registration fee being $5. Ad-
vance registration is en-






Lesson on "Are You Getting
Your Money's Worth?" will be
taught by Dr. Joan L. Maupin,
Consumer Specialist, Home
Economics Department, Mur-
ray State University, on
Wednesday, Feb. 13, at 10 a.m.
for the Senior Citizens at the
Douglas Community Center.
This is the fifth lesson in the
series as the lesson on Jan. 30
was cancelled due to bad
weather.
Lunch will be served at 12
_noon_ anli interested, per-




terior, power steering.: power brakes, 
air conditioning
tilt wheel poWer Windows AM•FIW 
extra nice.
$7200.00















Seven United Methodist Congregations
Of Murray & Calloway County
Announce A Simultaneous Series of Evangelistic Services
with the congregation
Week of February 24





Rev. Glenn Elliott Pastor
Coldwater
United Methodist Church
Rev Layne Shankitn Pastor
Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church
Rev. Eulas Greer Pastor
EVANGELIST: Dr. Jerry B. Corr
Paducah District Superintendent
EVANGELIST: Rev. Weldon Harris
Smithville Tennessee
Evangelist: Rev. James Dodson
First United Methodist Church
Charlotte. Tennessee
,WORD Date: Feb. 24-27
. Date: Feb. 24-28 Date: Feb. 24-28
- Schedule of Services_....._..._____ _ ....._
Brooks: BOW:
Sunday - 11.00 a.m. Sunday-9:30 a.m. &
Monday - 7:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday- 7.30 p.m. Tuesday-7 30 p.m.
Schedule of Services:
Sunday - 11:00 a.m. & 7:30 p . m 
.
Weeknights - 7:30 p.m.
_ 
Schedule of- Services:
Sunddy-1 1:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Weeknights - 7:00 p.m.
Murray First
United Methodist Church
Dr. Walter E. Mischke Jr. and




Rev .  Julian-Warren Pastor
Kirksey
United Methodist Church




EVANGELIST: Dr. Leonard Wolcott
First United Methodist Church
. Adorns, Tennessee
Evangelist: Rev. J. D. Spencer
Estill Springs, Tennessee
EVANGELIST: Rev. Donald E. Bailey, Jr.
First United Methodist Church
Gainsboro. Tennessee
EVANGELIST: Dr. Lloyd W. Ramer
Administrative Assistant to the
Bishop, Nashville Tennessee. 
Date: Feb. 24-28 Date: Feb. 24-28 Date: Feb. 24-27Date: Feb. 24-26
Schedule of Services:
Lynn Grove : Sunday 9:45 a.m.
Goshen - Sunday 11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Weeknights - 7:00 p.m.
Schedule of Services:
Sunday. 11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Weeknights - 7:00 p.m.
-
Schedule of Services:
Sunday - 10:50 a.m. & 7.00 p.m.
Weeknights - 7:00 p.m.
Schedule of Services
Sunday- 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Weeknights - 7:00 p.m.
PROCLAIM THE WORD is an evangelistic
movement by United Methodist Churches.
..Cgrried .out during the -Spring of _1.9qo
- across the southeastern region it will -.in-
volve 1000's of congregations. It is
- predicted that g spiritual break-through
will occur in our nation during the decade
of the 1980's. This movement wants to
be a part of God's plan.
•
PROCLAIM THE WORD is a cooperative-
and simultaneous effort of. the United
Methodist _Churches throughout West
Kentucky and West Tennessee (Memphis
Conference) during the week of February
24. The evangelists are the ministers from
•if
the churches of Middle Tennessee (Ten-
nessee Conference). Each local church is
organited to make the .most of this op-
- partunity for spiritual impact; and invites
the people of the community to support
this event.
Your United Methodist Friends
'and Neighbors Invite You
To Join Us In These Services
PROCLAIM THE WORD will continue the
week.of March 23-27, when the Memphis
Conference ministers go as evangelists to
the' Tennessee Conference Churches. This
exchange between conferences and chur-
ches is going oh in United Methodist chur-
ches all across the southeast. May God
Siess this movement deckated -te
-pfoc-laim. His—word in—the-power ef the -
Holy Spirit. •
